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Carry Life lightly
and enjoy it deeply
is, after all, the Sum of all Wisdom.

— Wilhelm von Humboldt —
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For decades, W.SCHILLIG has stood for 
first-class seating furniture with the best 
seating comfort. With our exceptionally 
high level of development expertise in the 
areas of seating comfort and the processing 
of high-quality materials - in conjunction 
with our international production locations 
- we are unique in Europe as an owner-man-
aged company of this kind. This unique-
ness is also reflected in our products!  
 
Discover the special outdoor living feeling 
with our collection from W.SCHILLIG! This 
includes practical products in the usual ex-
ceptional W.SCHILLIG quality, with appeal-
ing design, adapted to the challenges and 
demands of your special future location.  
 

Robust and weather-resistant frames form 
the solid foundation of W.SCHILLIG out-
door. In combination with hand-picked 
cover materials from renowned manufac-
turers in this segment as well as useful fea-
tures such as storage options and weather 
protection covers, we offer a whole new 
variety from which the customer can cre-
ate his own individual piece of furniture. 
 
On the following pages, we present the fur-
niture and cover collection in detail in terms 
of its technical and functional product fea-
tures and show many installation examples 
to support your personal selection.

Erik Stammberger
Owner and CEO 

of  W.SCHILLIG-Group
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Moons and Years go by,
but a beautiful Moment
shines through Life.

  — Franz Grillparzer —
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by

Stories
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Terrace

Ideas seam to come from everywhere —
my life, everything I see, hear and read,
and most of all, from my imagination.
I have a lot of imagination.

  — Judy Blume —
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270 cm

199 cm

LET THE SUN SHINE!

Juicy Mandarin

V80/63V80/63

T81/63

V81/63V81/63

V83/63V83/63

T81/63T81/63

T80/63T80/63

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Base plateaus:  
Q80TK - Q80TK (1x VE)

Seat elements:  
M80L - M80K - M80R - G80

Lively orange ensures a good mood, pure joie de vivre and sum-
mer feeling! 

Let yourself be tickled by the sun on this corner combination that 
invites you to sit in a small circle! 

Let yourself also be inspired by our look in the unconventionally 
imperfect boho style. Hippie chic is the popular and cutting-edge 
home trend that is currently experiencing a rapid upswing.

Sunny side up!
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V82/26V82/26

T81/26T81/26

T80/26T80/26

V80/42V80/42

325 cm

199 cm

BEACH-FEELING

Caribic Mint

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Base plateaus:  
Q80TK - Y16KK - Q80TK 
(2x VE)

Seat elements:  
M80K - E - M80K - M80K 
-  M80K - G80

Fresh mint provides visual cooling and re-
minds us of summer, sun, sunshine and 
beaches with turquoise blue water.

Enjoy that paradise feeling at home with 
this generous combination that can be-
come a shady oasis of calm! 

Breathe fresh air!
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268 cm

199 cm

V82/26V82/26
T81/26T81/26

T80/26T80/26

FIRST

Romance

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Delicate and light-hearted like the petals of 
a daisy, this picture story comes across.

If you prefer a clean, fresh look, this is ex-
actly what you need! Experience lightheart-
edness with this small but fine combination 
and let yourself be inspired by our modern-
romantic look. 

How do daisies actually know 
who loves whom?

Base plateaus:  
Q80TK - Q80TK; T80.K
(1x VE)

Seat elements:  
E - M80K - M80K - G80
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278 cm

199 cm

T80/21T80/21

V80/21V80/21

V81/98V81/98

V83/21V83/21

Cool Grey

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Chic grey is the colour mood for all those 
who like it discreet, cool and neutral. 

Concentration on the essentials is very im-
portant here: Rest and just breathe. 
Pure relaxation.

Let yourself be inspired by our look in el-
egant and meditative style for the Zen oasis 
at home. 

Breathe in. Breathe out.

Base plateaus:  
Q80TK - Q80TK; T110K 
(1x VE)

Seat elements:  
M80L - E - M80K - M80K

TO BE OR NOT TO BE
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W82/94W82/94

T81/98T81/98

446 cm

278 cm

V80/42V80/42

Easy going

www.schillig-outdoor.com

The black and white colour concept provides structure. Play-
ing cleverly with the contrasts, the spacious lounge combination 
shown here looks very interesting and extremely comfortable. 

As structured as the colour harmony is, the outdoor furniture can 
be easily rearranged – easy going. So that you can simply take a 
more „chilled“ approach to life.

Bold eye-catchers in sunny colours inspire this look to youthful 
playfulness. Do you realise how versatile the combination of grey 
and white is?

The disadvantage of doing nothing is that you never know 
when you’re done.

Base plateaus:  
Y80TK - Y16KK - Y16KK - Q80TK - 
Q80TK; T110K 
(4x VE)

Seat elements:  
M80K - M80K - G80 - E - M80K - 
G80 - M80K - E - M80R

CHILL OUT YOUR LIFE.
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446 cm

278 cm

Easy going

389 cm

256 cm

Here, the kids can show you how it‘s done 
very easily: 
Simply replace and rotate a plateau and ex-
change the seat and corner element — in no 
time at all, the result is a completely differ-
ent seating landscape. There are no limits 
to the imagination.

The elements are really almost as light as a 
feather and very easy to put on.

Easy to change.

Base plateaus:  
Y80TK - Y16KK - Y16KK - 
Q80TK - Q80TK; T110K

Seat elements:  
M80K - M80K - G80 - E - M80K 
- G80 - M80K - E - M80R

Base plateaus:  
Y16KK - Y16KK - Q80TK - Q80TK 
- Y80TK; T110K

Seat elements:  
E - M80K - M80K - G80 - E - M80K 
- G80 - M80K - M80R

CHILL OUT YOUR LIFE.
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T81/28T81/28

V81/28V81/28

V84/28V84/28

T80/28T80/28
357 cm

199 cm

V82/28V82/28

Sail away

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Counteract wanderlust and bring the sea 
into your home. With this maritime colour 
theme, you will fill your terrace with fresh 
energy. 

Experience inner peace and transcendence: 
If you listen carefully — maybe you can hear 
the ocean gently rushing?

Life is too short for “someday”. 
— Welcome aboard!

Base plateaus:  
Q80TK - T80.K - Q80TK

Seat elements:  
M80L - E - M80K - M80K

MARITIME BLUE
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T81/28T81/28

V81/28V81/28

V84/28V84/28

T80/28T80/28

199 cm199 cm

169 cm
169 cm

V82/28V82/28

Seagrass
OCEAN &

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Be brave for once and simply combine the colours green and blue. 
Together, they create naturalness and freshness. 

This look reminds us of the vast ocean, interspersed with fields of 
delicate seaweed. 
Calming and inspiring, isn‘t it?

The little lagoon for the small terrace or the balcony in the flat.

“There is nothing more beautiful than the way the ocean re-
fuses to stop kissing the shore, no matter how many times it 
has been sent away.“ 
    – Sarah Kay –

Base plateaus:  
Y16KK - Y80TK 
(1x VE)

Seat elements:  
M80L - E - M80K

Pillows

Pillows
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O80/21O80/21

446 cm

278 cm

J81/21J81/21

W82/71W82/71

Sunkissed

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Base plateaus:  
Q80TK - Q80TK - Y80KK - Q80TK - 
Q80TK (4x VE)

Seat elements:  
M80K - M80K - E - M80K - M80K - 
M80K - E - G80 - M80R

This dream lounge offers enough space for 
a nice get-together among friends for a cosy 
after-work drink in a relaxed atmosphere.

This arrangement is extremely generous 
and can accommodate at least 8 people. 
Enjoy your well-deserved evening and see 
what develops from such a balmy summer 
night.

You have to combine the two and let 
them alternate with each other, solitude 
and conviviality.
One awakens in us the longing for peo-
ple, the other the longing for ourselves.

— Seneca —

FINALLY CLOSING TIME!
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Hot like Fire

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Lagoona and campfire romance also go 
wonderfully together. Plenty of space and 
room to warm up together by the fire and 
relive old stories, or to snuggle up under the 
stars. 

Let your dreams come true.

If we all spent more time singing 
under the stars around the campfire, 
the world would be a whole lot more in 
order.

 – Gesa Neitzel in Breakfast with Elephants –

CUDDLE FACTOR
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Lagoona
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M80K

78/90/62/23

E

89/89/62/23

G80

78/78/23/23

M80R

80/90/62/23

M80L

80/90/62/23

T80.K

78/78/25/0

T110K

109/78/25/0

Y80KK

79/78/25/0

Y16KK

157/78/25/0

Y80TK

109/78/25/0

Q80TK

189/78/25/0

Q80.K

219/78/25/0

ELEMENTS WITHOUT ARMPARTS CORNER ELEMENTS OTTOMANS

ELEMENTS WITH ARMPART RIGHT ELEMENTS WITH ARMPART LEFT

BASE PLATEAUS POLYSTONE ON ALUMINIUM FRAME

single element wit-
hout armpart

corner element ottoman

single element with 
armpart

single element with 
armpart

base plateau table

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)

base plateau table

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)

base plateau without 
overhang

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)

base plateau without 
overhang

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)

base plateau over-
hang on one side

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
white = KWE (no 
surcharge)

base plateau over-
hang on one side

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
white = KWE (no 
surcharge)

base plateau over-
hang right and left

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.

39500 ARTICLE OVERVIEW
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U50

50/50/0

UN

60/9/28/0

VE WH1 WH2R WH2L WH3 WH4

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Lagoona

ACCESSORIES

pillow lumbar pillow connecting bundle
no surcharge

weather protection 
cover for article M 80K 
in cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article M 
80R/M 80L in cover 
V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article M 
80R/M 80L in cover 
V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article E in 
cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article G 80 
in cover V99/21

39500 ARTICLE OVERVIEW

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.

All of the dimensions given are approxima-
te dimensions in cm. We reserve the right 
to make changes. Dimensions are given as 
follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
Please note that there is a gap of approx. 1 cm 
between the plinths when connecting them. 
This allowance must be taken into account 
when calculating the assembly. The backs 
protrude approx. 10 cm beyond the edge of the 
plateau. Side sections protrude approx. 2 cm. 
The total height/seat height cannot simply be 
added up because the plastic glide on the seat 
element sinks approx. 2 cm into the recess on 

the base plateau when it is pushed on.
Seat depth: approx. 63 cm
Seat depth corner element: approx. 61 cm
Total height of base plateau including seating 
elements: approx. 85 cm
Seat height base plateau including seat ele-
ment: approx. 46 cm
Armpart with without plateau: approx. 14 cm 
Armpart height without plateau: approx. 40 cm 
Armpart height with plateau: approx. 63 cm
Panel thickness: approx. 19 mm
Connecting pieces:  
The plateaus can be connected to each other 

with the connecting piece VE, which is placed 
between the plateaus under the plastic glides. 
Please order the connecting piece separately, 
see price list. Table platforms and overhangs 
cannot be joined together.
Anti-tilt device:  
 For free-standing elements that do not stand in 
front of a wall or similar, we recommend fitting 
the elements with the anti-tilt device. We sup-
ply two anti-tilt devices per element, one per 
ottoman. More can be ordered if required, see 
price list. Due to the risk of falling, we strongly 
recommend fitting the anti-tippers when the 

parts are not against a wall.
Positioning diagram: 
Please send us a positioning diagram, depen-
ding on the many different variations available.
Crease formation: 
Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or larger 
extent under the influence of body weight, 
which can lead to the formation of creases in 
the cover. This visual change does not affect 
use, function and life span and it is not a defect.
Weather protection covers: 
 High-quality weather protection covers in 
different sizes according to the ordered items 

can effectively protect your outdoor furniture 
from the weather. They are made of a water-
permeable, breathable membrane (V99/21, 
Sunbrella Surlast) that is washable, UV-stable, 
lightweight and foldable. An additional rubber 
loop safety device on the underside provides 
further protection from the wind.
Covers in model images/digital fabric and 
colour samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour 
samples may vary, samples in accordance - 
colour and structure deviations are possible.

ORDER INFORMATION
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Lagoona

How it works:
The various seating elements can be individually plugged onto the 
base plateaus. This allows many different lounge combinations in 
no time at all. 

All seat elements are equipped with light grey or black plastic 
glides. The desired colour must be specified when ordering. The 
plastic glides also serve as legs if the elements are placed directly 
on the floor – without a plateau. 

The plateaus can be connected to each other with the connecting 
piece VE, which is placed between the plateaus under the plastic 
glides. Please order the connecting piece separately, see price list. 
Table platforms and overhangs cannot be joined together. 

For free-standing elements that do not stand in front of a wall or 
similar, we recommend fitting the elements with the anti-tilt de-
vice. We supply two anti-tilt devices per element, one per ottoman. 
More can be ordered if required, see price list. Due to the risk of 
falling, we strongly recommend fitting the anti-tippers when the 
parts are not against a wall.

High-quality weather protection covers in different sizes according 
to the ordered items can effectively protect your outdoor furniture 
from the weather. They are made of a water-permeable, breathable 
membrane (Sunbrella® Surlast) that is washable, UV-stable, light-
weight and foldable. An additional rubber loop safety device on 
the underside provides further protection from the wind.

Seating element inserted into plinth plateau. 
To be seen here: 
the black plastic glides. 
They are also available in grey – see image.

Anti-tilt device (screwed with grub 
screws in holes).

The connecting part is placed pre-
cisely on the plateau recesses. The 
connection of the plateaus is made 
by pushing on the seats.

39500 SPECIAL FEATURES
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Lagoona

Aluminium
Extremely light, weather-resistant 
and highly stable metal, impact-
resistant, UV-resistant, forms a 
corrosion-resistant oxide layer on 
contact with air. Harmless to health, 
recyclable and easy to clean. Does 
not rust. Particularly light.

Polystone
High-quality material, precisely pro-
cessed under high quality standards. 
Extremely resilient, weather-resistant 
and frost-proof. Solid, with a natural 
and noble look. Very light. Specially 
developed for outdoor use. Without 
coated edges, as both material and 
surface are consistent.

Stainless steel
High resistance to corrosion, acids 
and temperatures. Easy to clean, 
durable, meets high hygienic require-
ments.

3-layer laminate
Breathable, cuddly, wind- and wa-
terproof and at the same time water 
vapour permeable high-tech product 
as an additional layer. 

Powder coating
Impact-resistant, durable, mechani-
cally resilient, weather-resistant and 
environmentally friendly due to 
solvent-free processing. Highly resist-

ant to chemicals and abrasion. Easy 
to clean. Fulfils high visual demands.

Bonding
Weatherproof special adhesive for 
outdoor use – UV light resistant, 
waterproof and resilient.

Diolen wadding
Also called polyester fleece, quilting 
fleece, upholstery fleece; is durable, 
dimensionally stable and hard-
wearing. Diolene wadding is applied 
between the upholstery fabric and 
the foam to prevent chafing of the 
upholstery fabric and to give the 
upholstery a plump appearance.

ergoPUR upholstery foam 
(density 35/46) 
Advantage over outdoor foam: better 
dimensional stability and higher den-
sity for low wear of the foam. Good air 
permeability.

Leg versions available for order: 
Metal leg FY1 or metal runner F 15 
(at an extra charge), in white powder-
coated. 

Properties of the materials/processes used:Open-pored ergoPUR upholstery foam (density 35/46) according 
to DGM guidelines with high comfort in seat and back. 

Base frame made of aluminium tube (rectangular profile).

Breathable 3-layer laminate. Waterproof, and cuddly.

Stainless steel screws connect plateau, plinth frame/legs and alu-
minium frame.

Aluminium tube frame at base, powder-coated, rectangular.

Plastic leg

Fully synthetic, perforated and anti-slip mesh.

Diolen wadding 180 g/m²

Base plateau made of high-quality polystone in white.

Metal legs or runners made of cast aluminium, powder-coated.

Pull-in seams between seat and back, or side section with additionally 
glued closing seam.

High-quality cover material of weather-resistant outdoor fabrics.

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

39500 SPECIAL FEATURES, MATERIALS & PROCESSING
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Lagoona dark
39510

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Moons and Years go by,
but a beautiful Moment
shines through Life.

  — Franz Grillparzer —
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by

Pleasure
Endless

Pleasure is a question 
of the imagination.

  — Markus M. Ronner —
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V83/21V83/21

V82/21V82/21

V80/21V80/21

T80/21T80/21

www.schillig-outdoor.com

278 cm

199 cm

Get the party started
NO GREY MOOD!

pillow UN43 of pillow UN43 of 
Accessories Accessories 
3959939599

Base plateaus: 
Q80TK - Q80TK (2x VE)

Seat elements:  
M80LK - M80K - E - M80K -

Our grey, neutral covers were combined here with fine ac-
cents in orange-red. For this, we simply placed the cushions 
from our Accessories 39599 on the ensemble.

The modern look blends in everywhere and flatters your ter-
race. The composition of the furniture here was configured 
for a smaller space, yet there is still enough room to celebrate 
in a cosy circle.

"I think if life has given you lemons, 
you should make lemonade 
and find someone 
to whom life has given vodka 
to have a party together."

— Ron White —
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W82/27W82/27

www.schillig-outdoor.com

278 cm

199 cm

Feeling Blue

Sockel-Plateaus:  
Q80TK - Q80TK (2x VE)

Sitzelemente:  
M80LK - M80K - E - M80K 
- G80

O10/26O10/26

AFTER RAIN COMES SUNSHINE

This dream in blue has been accentuated with contrasting splash-
es of yellow. 
The cool yet sunny look is reminiscent of the first warming spring 
sun. The composition of the furniture was additionally comple-
mented here by an ottoman.  

"I want to do for you 
what spring does to the cherry trees."

    — Pablo Neruda —
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Lagoona dark
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M80K

78/90/62/23

E

89/89/62/23

G80

78/78/23/23

M80R

80/90/62/23

M80L

80/90/62/23

T80.K

78/78/24/0

T110K

110/78/24/0

Y80KK

78/78/24/0

Y16KK

157/78/24/0

Y80TK

110/78/24/0

Q80TK

189/78/24/0

Q80.K

219/78/24/0

39510 ARTICLE OVERVIEW

ELEMENTS WITHOUT ARMPARTS CORNER ELEMENTS OTTOMANS

ELEMENTS WITH ARMPART RIGHT ELEMENTS WITH ARMPART LEFT

BASE PLATEAUS HPL ON ALUMINIUM FRAME

single element wit-
hout armpart

corner element ottoman

element with armpart single element with 
armpart

base plateau table

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = PAN 
(no surcharge)

base plateau table

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = PAN 
(no surcharge)

base plateau without 
overhang

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = PAN 
(no surcharge)

base plateau without 
overhang

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = PAN 
(no surcharge)

base plateau over-
hang on one side

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = PAN 
(no surcharge)

base plateau over-
hang on one side

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = PAN 
(no surcharge)

base plateau over-
hang right and left

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 
(surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = PAN 
(no surcharge)

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Lagoona dark

www.schillig-outdoor.com

UN U50 VE WH1 WH2R WH2L WH3 WH4

60/9/28/0 50/50/0

39510 ARTICLE OVERVIEW

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.

lumbar pillow pillow connecting bundle no 
surcharge

weather protection 
cover for article M 80K 
in cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article M 
80R/M 80L in cover 
V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article M 
80R/M 80L in cover 
V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article E in 
cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article G 80 
in cover V99/21

ACCESSORIES

All of the dimensions given are approxi-
mate dimensions in cm. We reserve the 
right to make changes. Dimensions are 
given as follows: width/depth/height/seat 
height.
Please note that there is a gap of approx. 1 cm 
between the plinths when connecting them. 
This allowance must be taken into account 
when calculating the assembly. The backs 
protrude approx. 10 cm beyond the edge of the 
plateau. Side sections protrude approx. 2 cm. 
The total height/seat height cannot simply be 
added up because the plastic glide on the seat 
element sinks approx. 2 cm into the recess on 
the base plateau when it is pushed on.

Seat depth: approx. 63 cm
Seat depth corner element: approx. 61 cm
Total height of base plateau including seating 
elements: approx. 83 cm
Seat height base plateau including seat ele-
ment: approx. 44 cm
Armpart with without plateau: approx. 14 cm
Armpart height without plateau: approx. 40 cm
Armpart height with plateau: approx. 61 cm
Panel thickness: approx. 8 mm
Connecting pieces:  
The plateaus can be connected to each other 
with the connecting piece VE, which is placed 
between the plateaus under the plastic glides. 
Please order the connecting piece separately, 

see price list. Table platforms and overhangs 
cannot be joined together.
Anti-tilt device:  
 For free-standing elements that do not stand in 
front of a wall or similar, we recommend fitting 
the elements with the anti-tilt device. We sup-
ply two anti-tilt devices per element, one per 
ottoman. More can be ordered if required, see 
price list. Due to the risk of falling, we strongly 
recommend fitting the anti-tippers when the 
parts are not against a wall.
Positioning diagram: 
Please send us a positioning diagram, depend-
ing on the many different variations available.
Crease formation: 

Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or larger 
extent under the influence of body weight, 
which can lead to the formation of creases in 
the cover. This visual change does not affect 
use, function and life span and it is not a defect.
Weather protection covers: 
 High-quality weather protection covers in 
different sizes according to the ordered items 
can effectively protect your outdoor furniture 
from the weather. They are made of a water-
permeable, breathable membrane (V99/21, 
Sunbrella Surlast) that is washable, UV-stable, 
lightweight and foldable. An additional rubber 
loop safety device on the underside provides 
further protection from the wind.

Leg and frame colours: 
The leg colour also defines the frame colour 
under the base plateau. If you order the metal 
colour white M30, the frame is also white. If you 
order the metal colour basalt grey M94, the 
frame is also basalt grey. The plateau is always 
anthracite.
Covers in model images/digital fabric and 
colour samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour 
samples may vary, samples in accordance - col-
our and structure deviations are possible.

ORDER INFORMATION
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How it works:
The various seating elements can be individually plugged onto the 
base plateaus. This allows many different lounge combinations in 
no time at all. 
All seat elements are equipped with black plastic glides. The plas-
tic glides also serve as legs if the elements are placed directly on 
the floor – without a plateau. 
The plateaus can be connected to each other with the connecting 
piece VE, which is placed between the plateaus under the plastic 
glides. Please order the connecting piece separately, see price list. 
Table platforms and overhangs cannot be joined together. The 
metal frame of the platform is powder-coated white or basalt grey 
according to the chosen leg colour.

For free-standing elements that do not stand in front of a wall or 
similar, we recommend fitting the elements with the anti-tilt de-
vice. We supply two anti-tilt devices per element, one per ottoman. 
More can be ordered if required, see price list. Due to the risk of 
falling, we strongly recommend fitting the anti-tippers when the 
parts are not against a wall.

High-quality weather protection covers in different sizes according 
to the ordered items can effectively protect your outdoor furniture 
from the weather. They are made of a water-permeable, breathable 
membrane (Sunbrella® Surlast) that is washable, UV-stable, light-
weight and foldable. An additional rubber loop safety device on 
the underside provides further protection from the wind.

Seating element inserted into plinth plateau. 
To be seen here: the black plastic glides. 

39510 SPECIAL FEATURES
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Lagoona dark

Aluminium
Extremely light, weather-resistant and 
highly stable metal, impact-resistant, 
UV-resistant, forms a corrosion-
resistant oxide layer on contact with 
air. Harmless to health, recyclable 
and easy to clean. Does not rust. 
Particularly light.

HPL Material
Individual, stylish and very robust 
laminate. High Pressure Laminate 
consists of resin-coated cellulose 
sheets in the core layer, overlay paper 
and melamine-coated decorative pa-
per in the top layer, which determines 
the design of the board as dyed or 
printed paper. Special structures can 
be embossed.

Stainless steel
High resistance to corrosion, acids 
and temperatures. Easy to clean, 
durable, meets high hygienic require-
ments.

3-layer laminate
Breathable, cuddly, wind- and wa-
terproof and at the same time water 
vapour permeable high-tech product 
as an additional layer. 

Powder coating
Impact-resistant, durable, mechani-
cally resilient, weather-resistant and 
environmentally friendly due to 
solvent-free processing. Highly resist-
ant to chemicals and abrasion. Easy 
to clean. Fulfils high visual demands.

Bonding
Weatherproof special adhesive for 
outdoor use – UV light resistant, 
waterproof and resilient.

Diolen wadding
Also called polyester fleece, quilting 
fleece, upholstery fleece; is durable, 
dimensionally stable and hard-
wearing. Diolene wadding is applied 
between the upholstery fabric and 
the foam to prevent chafing of the 
upholstery fabric and to give the 
upholstery a plump appearance.

ergoPUR upholstery foam 
(density 35/46) 
Advantage over outdoor foam: better 
dimensional stability and higher den-
sity for low wear of the foam. Good air 
permeability.

Properties of the materials/processes used:

M30 white M94 basalt grey

Leg versions avail-
able to order:  
Metal leg FY1 or metal 
runner F 15 (at an extra 
charge), each powder-
coated in white or 
basalt grey.

Open-pored ergoPUR upholstery foam (density 35/46) according  to DGM 
guidelines with high comfort in seat and back. 

Base frame made of aluminium tube (rectangular profile).

Breathable 3-layer laminate. Waterproof, and cuddly.

Stainless steel screws connect plateau, plinth frame/legs and  
aluminium frame.

Pedestal platform made of high-quality HPL material in anthracite. 

Metal legs or runners made of cast aluminium, powder-coated.

Aluminium tube frame at base, powder-coated, rectangular.

Fully synthetic, perforated and anti-slip mesh.

Diolen wadding 180 g/m²

Plastic leg

Pull-in seams between seat and back, or side section with  
additionally glued closing seam.

High-quality cover material of weather-resistant outdoor fabrics.
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All dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. Please note that there may be deviations of +/- 2 cm due to the filling 
material used and its padding. Please contact us if you require more precise information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.

Base plateaus:
Y80KK - Y16KK - Q80TK (2x VE)

Seat elements:  
G80 - M80K - E - M80K - M80K

Base plateaus:
Y16KK - Q80TK; Y80TK (1x VE)

Seat elements:  
3x M80K - E; G80

Base plateaus:
Y80TK - Y16KK - Q80TK (2x VE)

Seat elements:  
M80K - M80K - E - M80K - M80K

Base plateaus:
Y80KK - Y16KK - Q80TK - 

Y80TK (2x VE)

Seat elements:  
G80 - M80K - E - M80K - M80K 

- M80R

Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Y16KK - Y16KK 
(2x VE)
Seat elements:  
E - M80K - M80K - 
M80R - G80

Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Q80.K - Y16KK
Seat elements:  
M80L - E - M80K - M80K - M80R - G80

Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Y80KK - Y16KK (2x 
VE)
Seat elements:  
M80K - E - M80K - E - G80

Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Q80TK - Q80TK (3x VE)
Seat elements:  
M80L - M80K - M80K - E - G80 - M80K

39500 & 39510 POSSIBLE COMPOSITIONS
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Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Q80TK (1x VE)
Seat elements:  
M80K - M80K - M80R - G80

Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Y80KK - Y80TK
(2x VE)
Seat elements:  
M80K - M80K - E - M80K

All dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. Please note that there may be deviations of +/- 2 cm due to the filling material used and its 
padding. Please contact us if you require more precise information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.

Base plateaus:  Y16KK - Y80TK - Y16KK 
  (1x VE)
Seat elements:  M80L - E - M80K - E - G80

Base plateaus: Q80TK - Q80TK (1x VE)
Seat elements:  M80L - M80K - M80R - G80

Base plateaus:  Q80TK - Y16KK (1x VE)
Seat elements:  M80L - M80K - E- M80R

Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Y80KK 
(1x VE)
Seat elements:  
M80K - E - E

Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Y80KK 
(1x VE)
Seat elements:  
M80L - M80R - 
G80

Base plateaus:
Q80TK - Y80TK 
(1x VE)
Seat elements:  
M80K - E - M80K

Base plateaus:
Y16KK - Y80KK 
(1x VE)
Seat elements:  
M80L - M80R - 
G80

39500 & 39510 POSSIBLE COMPOSITIONS
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If you want to live your life
as fulfilled and happy as possible,
then be where it is happening:
In the here and now!

  —Doris Kirch —
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by

Life
Lust for

"If lust for life and joie de vivre 
are under one blanket, 
the grey everyday life 
has to give way."

  — Ernst Ferstl —
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T80/21T80/21

J81/21J81/21
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338 cm

250 cm

funny Games
PLAYING

This large lounge combination has room for the whole family. Noth-
ing stands in the way of fun playtime on the sun terrace. 

Get going and feel good!

„Because, to put it bluntly,
man only plays where he is in the full sense 
of the word human being,
and he is only fully human where he plays.“

     — Friedrich Schiller —

Elements:  
N80L - E - N80K - E - G80
(4x VE)

The table used 
here is a table 
plateau from 
Lagoona dark 
39510.
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162 cm

190 cm

D65/43D65/43

Sunset
ENJOY THE

Elements:  
N80 - G80

This lovely olive green makes Lagoona light 39500 shine wonder-
fully and yet has a calming and liberating effect. Perfect for the 
small, green oasis at home.

This cosy combination is space-saving for the small balcony or the 
mini terrace island.

„Sunset is still 
my favourite colour 
and rainbow is a close second.“

    — Mattie Stepanek —
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T81/28T81/28

T80/28T80/28

V81/28V81/28

V84/28V84/28
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278 cm

199 cm

Sushi

V82/28V82/28

MAKES LIFE MORE BEAUTIFUL

Elements:
N80L - M80R - G80 
(3x VE)

The blue colour combination brings a little cooling on hot days. 
Here we have wildly mixed plain and patterned covers to suit your 
mood. 

Here, the lounge has been put together in an L-shape with the stool 
element.

„Sushi is good for the heart and 
makes you incredibly happy.“
  
   — unknown —
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M80K

78/90/82/45

N80K

158/90/82/45

N80

162/90/82/45

G80

78/78/45/45

M80R

80/90/82/45

N80R

160/90/82/45

M80L

80/90/82/45

N80L

160/90/82/45

E

89/89/82/45

WH1 WH2R WH2L WH3 WH4 WH5 WH5K

WH5R WH5L

www.schillig-outdoor.com

VE

39502 ARTICLE OVERVIEW

ELEMENTS WITHOUT ARMPARTS SOFAS OTTOMANS

single element wit-
hout armpart

large sofa without 
armpart

large sofa ottoman

single element with 
armpart

large sofa with 
armpart

single element with 
armpart

large sofa with 
armpart

corner element

weather protection 
cover for article M 80K 
in cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article M 
80R/M 80L in cover 
V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article M 
80R/M 80L in cover 
V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article E in 
cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover for article G 80 
in cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover in cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover in cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover in cover V99/21

weather protection 
cover in cover V99/21

connecting bundle
no surcharge

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.

ELEMENTS WITH ARMPART RIGHT ELEMENTS WITH ARMPART LEFT CORNER

ACCESSORIES

All of the dimensions given are approximate di-
mensions in cm. We reserve the right to make 
changes. Dimensions are given as follows: width/
depth/height/seat height.

Notes on the dimensions:
The dimensions of the elements and ottomans refer 
to the respective item including the matching round 
tube frame. The gap between all seat elements is al-
ways approx. 1 cm.
Seat depth: approx. 62 cm
Seat depth corner element: approx. 61 cm
Armpart width: approx. 14 cm
Armpart height: approx. 61 cm

Crease formation:
Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or larger extent 
under the influence of body weight, which can lead 
to the formation of creases in the cover. This visual 
change does not affect use, function and life span and 
it is not a defect.

Covers in model images/digital fabric and colour 
samples:
The visual appearance of the covers and colour sam-
ples may vary, samples in accordance - colour and 
structure deviations are possible.

ORDER INFORMATION
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39502 SPECIAL FEATURES

The various seating elements are firmly screwed to the corre-
sponding base frame. 

The round tube frames have a diameter of approx. 20 mm and are 
made of firmly welded tubular steel, which has been powder-coat-
ed in white or basalt grey outdoor-resistant. The desired colour 
must be specified when ordering:
Art. no. Frame version white = WE
Art. no. Frame version basalt grey = AN
 
The integrated plastic glides are flexible and therefore compensate 
for any unevenness of the floor.

The round tube frames can be securely connected with the aid of 
the connection set, consisting of two plastic rails which are clipped 
into the round tube frame. Please order the connection set sepa-
rately, see price list.
 
High-quality weather protection covers in different sizes according 
to the ordered items can effectively protect your outdoor furniture 
from the weather. They are made of a breathable membrane (Sun-
brella® Surlast) that is washable, UV-stable, lightweight and fold-
able. An additional rubber loop protection on the underside pro-
vides further protection from the wind.

Lagoona light 39500 can be ordered in a combination of different 
cover qualities and colours. This means that within the sofa ele-
ments, the seats can be covered differently. 
Indication cover 1 = seat element protruding left
Specification cover 2 = seat element protruding right
See illustration below.

Child's play to hook in the connecting plastic rails to securely 
connect the individual elements.

Round tube frame powder-
coated in basalt grey (AN).

Round tube frame in white 
powder-coated (WE).

Flexible plastic glides on 
bastal grey base.

Flexible plastic glides on 
white round tube frame.
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Lagoona light

Aluminium
Extremely light, weather-resistant 
and highly stable metal, impact-re-
sistant, UV-resistant, forms a corro-
sion-resistant oxide layer on contact 
with air. Harmless to health, recycla-
ble and easy to clean. Does not rust. 
Particularly light.

Stainless steel
High resistance to corrosion, acids 
and temperatures. Easy to clean, du-
rable, meets high hygienic require-
ments.

3-layer laminate
Breathable, cuddly, wind- and water-
proof and at the same time water va-
pour permeable high-tech product as 
an additional layer. 

Powder coating
Impact-resistant, durable, mechani-
cally resilient, weather-resistant and 
environmentally friendly due to sol-
vent-free processing. Highly resistant 
to chemicals and abrasion. Easy to 
clean. Fulfils high visual demands.

Bonding
Weatherproof special adhesive for 
outdoor use – UV light resistant, wa-
terproof and resilient.

Diolen wadding
Also called polyester fleece, quilting 
fleece, upholstery fleece; is durable, 
dimensionally stable and hard-wear-
ing. Diolene wadding is applied be-
tween the upholstery fabric and the 
foam to prevent chafing of the uphol-
stery fabric and to give the upholstery 
a plump appearance.

ergoPUR upholstery foam 
(density 35/46) 
Advantage over outdoor foam: better 
dimensional stability and higher den-
sity for low wear of the foam. Good air 
permeability.

TIG welded seams
TIG welded seams are of high quality 
and clean, the joints are stable. Weld 
spatter does not form.

Elegant round steel tube frame 
The round tube frame is powder-coat-
ed white or basalt grey and outdoor-
resistant. The integrated plastic glides 
are flexible and therefore compensate 
for any unevenness of the surface.

Properties of the materials/processes used:

white WE

basalt grey AN

Open-pored ergoPUR upholstery foam (density 35/46) according 
to DGM guidelines with high comfort in seat and back. 

Base frame made of aluminium tube (rectangular profile). 

Breathable 3-layer laminate. Waterproof, breathable and cuddly.

Stainless steel screws connect round tube frame and aluminium 
frame.

Round steel tube frame, TIG welded, powder-coated in white or basalt 
grey.

Fully synthetic, perforated and anti-slip mesh.

Diolen wadding 180 g/m²

Movable glides adapt to the surface.

Pull-in seams between seat and back, or side section with additionally 
glued closing seam.

High-quality cover material of weather-resistant outdoor fabrics.
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Bailandoo
39530
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Time is an invention 
of human restlessness,
the fulfilled knows it not.

  —Paul Bertololy —
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Work-Life
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Take time every day to sit still
and listen to things.
Pay attention to the melody of life
that resonates within you.

  — Buddha —
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O10/48O10/48

O10/31O10/31

O10/15O10/15

296 cm

196 cm

Mint    Blush
MEETS

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Professional success and the ability to achieve top performance 
are based on a fulfilled private life. This is the quintessence of the 
term „work-life balance“.

For example, bring a little more balance into your work life and that 
of those around you by simply making the next team meeting more 
unconventional. Shifting the location, creating visual stimuli and a 
beautiful atmosphere inspire new ideas!

The wow effect in the colour play, which was created here by com-
bining fresh mint with warm blush, is extravagant and yet looks 
calm and natural.

Realise youself!

Pillows: www.rohleder.com

Aluminium base frames:  
2x Y192A (1x VE)
Seat cushions:  
3x S96 - S64
Pillows & Accessories: 
2x SA32K - LT32
Back attachments:
2x PK - 2xPS
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V82/98

T80/98

196 cm

100 cm

Classic Accents

www.schillig-outdoor.com

When the goals have been achieved after the work is done and 
the stress is relieved, a success can also be celebrated among col-
leagues. Rejoice together over positive conclusions and formulate 
thoughts and visions for the next goals.

We support non-territorial office concepts, creativity and good ide-
as with our modern seating solutions. Because conventional offic-
es with fixed desks are simply no longer in keeping with the times. 

Classic grey has been spiced up here relatively simply with a few 
splashes of colour in the colourful patterned pillow. 

Here's to the next goals!

Pillows: www.rohleder.com

Aluminium base frame: Y192A
Seat cushions: S96 - S64
Pillows & Accessories: SA32
Back attachments: UK - PK

CELEBRATE SUCCESS!
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Classic Accents

196 cm

100 cm

196 cm

100 cm

Here the colleagues show it: Bailandoo 
39530 is all about variability! Simply re-
move the tops, swap the seat cushions and 
you have a different lounge world. 

Incredibly changeable.

Aluminium base frame:  
Y192A
Seat cushions:  
S96 - S64
Pillows & Accessories: 
SA32
Back attachments:
UK - PK

CELEBRATE SUCCESS!
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W82/86W82/86

D65/85D65/85

232 cm

100 cm

W82/84W82/84

Purple Rain

www.schillig-outdoor.com

Aluminium base frame:  
Y96.A - Y128 (1x VE)
Seat cushions:  
S96 - S64 - S32
Pillows & Accessories: 
LT32
Back attachments:
PS - PK

Violet stands out and sets original accents. Here, earthly red and 
heavenly blue unite and become the epitome of the mystically 
mysterious. 

As you can see here, a bold colour choice for the covers can have 
a very appealing effect. Mixed with opulent purple, visual attention 
is easily achieved.

Be brave for once.

Pillow: www.rohleder.com
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W82/36W82/36

W82/45W82/45

W82/37W82/37

332 cm

228 cm

W82/35W82/35

D65/43D65/43

Namasté
RELAXING GREEN

www.schillig-outdoor.com

„Work-life balance“ is based on a fulfilled private life. Take time for 
yourself, to relax and for your soul. In this way, the whole inner at-
titude can become more peaceful and balanced – as in the „inside“ 
so in the „outside“. When we meet a person with „Namasté“, we 
also acknowledge the individual soul and the divine spark in the 
heart of the other person. A very special appreciation, then.

Here, the green colour effect is relaxing and restorative for the 
whole body. Green also has a calming effect on the nervous sys-
tem. For this Bailandoo 39530 group, we have combined very har-
monious colours from our Potpourri. 

For more mindfulness.

Aluminium base frame:  
Y192A - Y128A - Y224A (2x VE)
Seat cushions:  
4x S96 - S64 - S32
Pillows & Accessories: 
LT32 - SA32
Back attachments:
3x PK - UK
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S32

32/98/19/0

S64

64/98/19

S96

98/98/19/0

UK

60/44/43/0

PK

64/34/30/0

PS

65/36/36/0

Y96.A

100/100/27/0

Y128A

132/100/27/0

Y192A

196/100/27/0

Y224A

228/100/27/0

39502 ARTICLE OVERVIEW

SEAT CUSHIONS BACK ATTACHMENTS

ALUMINIUM BASE FRAMES

seat cushion 32 cm 
grid

seat cushion 64 cm 
grid

seat cushion 96 cm 
grid

back element with 
pillow

back attachment 
cubic

back attachment 
round

plinth frame outer 
dim. 100 x 100 cm in-
ner dim. 96 x 96 cm

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 (sur-
charge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = KAN 
(no surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
white = KWE (no 
surcharge)

plinth frame outer 
dim. 132 x 100 cm in-
ner dim. 128 x 96 cm

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 (sur-
charge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = KAN 
(no surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
white = KWE (no 
surcharge)

plinth frame outer 
dim. 196 x 100 cm in-
ner dim. 192 x 96 cm

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 (sur-
charge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = KAN 
(no surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
white = KWE (no 
surcharge)

plinth frame outer 
dim. 228 x 100 cm in-
ner dim. 224 x 96 cm

item no. for metal 
runner = MK2 (sur-
charge)
Item. no. colour 
basalt grey = KAN 
(no surcharge)
Item. no. colour 
white = KWE (no 
surcharge)

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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UW60

60/60/0

SA32

34/98/35/0

SA32K

32/66/16/0

LT32

32/97/3

VE

WH1 WH2 WH3 WH4 WH1H WH2H WH3H WH4H

PILLOWS AND ACCESSORIES

pillow armrest high 32 cm 
grid

arm pillow short 32 
cm grid

storage shelf 32 cm 
grid

connecting part

weather protection 
cover for base frame 
Y96.A in cover V99/21 
flat version

weather protection 
cover for base frame 
Y128A in cover V99/21 
flat version

weather protection 
cover for base frame 
Y192A in cover V99/21 
flat version

weather protection 
cover for base frame 
Y224A in cover V99/21 
flat version

weather protection 
cover for base frame 
Y96.A in cover V99/21 
pyramid-shaped, 
attachments can be 
stowed

weather protection 
cover for base frame 
Y128A in cover V99/21 
pyramid-shaped, 
attachments can be 
stowed

weather protection 
cover for base frame 
Y192A in cover V99/21 
pyramid-shaped, 
attachments can be 
stowed

weather protection 
cover for base frame 
Y224A in cover V99/21 
pyramid-shaped, 
attachments can be 
stowed

All of the dimensions given are approxima-
te dimensions in cm. We reserve the right 
to make changes. Dimensions are given as 
follows: width/depth/height/seat height.

Total height of base frame including seat 
cushion S96/S64/S32: 
approx. 44 cm
Total height base frame including shelf LT32: 
approx. 27 cm
Total height base frame incl. armrest high SA 
32: approx. 59 cm
Total height base frame incl. seat elements S96/
S64/S32 plus back element with cushion UK: 

approx. 86 cm
Total height base frame incl. seat element S96/
S64/S32 plus backrest attachment cubic PK: 
approx. 73 cm
Total height base frame incl. seat element 
S96/S64/S32 plus back attachment round PS: 
approx. 79 cm

Notes on the dimensions: 
The total height/seat height cannot simply be 
added up, as the seat cushions sink approx. 2 
cm into the aluminium base frame when placed 
on top.

Crease formation: 
Cover material stretches to a lesser or larger ex-
tent under the influence of body weight, which 
can lead to the formation of creases in the 
cover. This visual change does not affect use, 
function and life span and it is not a defect.

Covers in model images/digital fabric and 
colour samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour 
samples may vary, samples in accordance - 
colour and structure deviations are possible.

ORDER INFORMATION

39502 ARTICLE OVERVIEW

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Bailandoo

www.schillig-outdoor.com

How it works:
The various, loose seat cushions and the storage plate can be in-
dividually inserted into the aluminium base frames. The basae 
frames can be securely connected with the aid of the connection 
set, consisting of two polyamide 12 clamps which are clipped into 
the frames at any point. Two clamps are always required for each 
side of the frame. Polyamide 12 is a very robust thermoplastic with 
high chemical resistance, light and weather resistant. Please order 
the connection set separately, see price list. This allows for many 
different lounge combinations in no time at all. 

The aluminium plinth frames can be ordered powder-coated in 
white or basalt grey. The desired colour must be specified when 
ordering: 
Art. no. Frame version white = KWE
Art. no. Frame version basalt grey = KAN
The colour of the shelf depends on the ordered colour of the alu-
minium plinth frame.

The back elements, arm section cushions and the cushion allow 
further design freedom. New combinations are possible again and 
again.

High-quality weather protection covers in different sizes according 
to the ordered items can effectively protect your outdoor furniture 
from the weather. They are made of a water-permeable, breathable 
membrane (Sunbrella® Surlast) that is washable, UV-stable, light-
weight and foldable. An additional rubber loop safety device on 
the underside provides further protection from the wind.

39530 SPECIAL FEATURES
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Bailandoo

Aluminium
Extremely light, weather-resistant and 
highly stable metal, impact-resistant, 
UV-resistant, forms a corrosion-
resistant oxide layer on contact with 
air. Harmless to health, recyclable 
and easy to clean. Does not rust. 
Particularly light.

Stainless steel
High resistance to corrosion, acids 
and temperatures. Easy to clean, 
durable, meets high hygienic require-
ments.

3-layer laminate
Breathable, cuddly, wind- and wa-
terproof and at the same time water 
vapour permeable high-tech product 
as an additional layer. 

Powder coating
Impact-resistant, durable, mechani-
cally resilient, weather-resistant and 
environmentally friendly due to 
solvent-free processing. Highly resist-
ant to chemicals and abrasion. Easy 
to clean. Fulfils high visual demands.

Diolen wadding
Also called polyester fleece, quilting 
fleece, upholstery fleece; is durable, 
dimensionally stable and hard-
wearing. Diolene wadding is applied 
between the upholstery fabric and 
the foam to prevent chafing of the 
upholstery fabric and to give the 
upholstery a plump appearance.

ergoPUR upholstery foam 
(density 35/46) 
Advantage over outdoor foam: better 
dimensional stability and higher den-
sity for low wear of the foam. Good air 
permeability.

Glass fibre reinforced plastic 
(fibre glass) 
Very high-quality fibre-plastic compo-
site, can withstand high mechanical 
stress Excellent corrosion behaviour.

Leg versions available to order: 
Metal base FY1 or metal runner 
F 15 (at an extra charge), in different 
metal colours each. 
Please specify when ordering.

Properties of the materials/processes used:

Piping on the 
outer edges of 

the seat cushion 

M30 white M94 basalt grey

Base frame in 
white (art. no. 
KWE or basalt 
grey 
(art. no. KAN).

Open-pored ergoPUR upholstery foam (density 35/46) according 
to DGM guidelines with high comfort in seat cushions, back- and 
armrest attachments.

Aluminium base frame, powder-coated white or basalt grey.

3-layer laminate. Waterproof, breathable and cuddly.

Diolen wadding 180 g/m²

Integrated weights weigh down the back and armrest attachments 
for secure support.

Metal legs or skids made of cast aluminium, powder-coated 
in white or basalt grey.

Anti-slip mat on the underside of the back and arm section attach-
ments. 

Stainless steel screws connect the metal parts.

Female slats with glass-fibre reinforced plastic core.

High-quality cover material of weather-resistant outdoor fabrics.

1
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39530 SPECIAL FEATURES, MATERIAL & PROCESSING
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Bailandoo

Plinth frames: Y192A - Y128A, Y224 
Seat cushions: 4x S96 - S64 - S32
Back attachments: 2x PK - UK
Accessories: LT32, SA32, 2x UW60, 
2x VE

Plinth frames: Y192A - Y128A, Y224 
Seat cushions: 4x S96 - S64 - S32
Back attachments: 3x PK - UK
Accessories: SA32, LT32, 2x UW60, 2x VE

Plinth frames: Y192A - Y128A, Y224 
Seat cushions: 4x S96 - S32 - S64
Back attachments: 3x PK - UK
Accessories: LT32, SA32, 2x UW60, 
2x VE

Plinth frames: Y192A - Y128A, Y224 
Seat cushions: 4x S96 - S64 - S32
Back attachments: UK - 3x PK
Accessories: SA32, LT32, 2x UW60, 2x VE

39530 POSSIBLE COMPOSITIONS

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Bailandoo

Plinth frames: Y192A 
Seat cushions: S64 - S96
Back attachments: PK - UK
Accessories: SA32, Decorative 
pillow

Plinth frames: Y128A, Y96.A 
Seat cushions: S96 - S32 - S64
Back attachments: PS - PK
Accessories: LT32, Decorative pillows

Plinth frames: Y128A - Y96.A 
Seat cushions: 2x S96
Back attachments: PS
Accessories: SA32, VE

Plinth frames: Y128A - Y96.A 
Seat cushions: 2x S96
Back attachments: PS
Accessories: SA32, LT32

Plinth frames: Y128A - Y96.A 
Seat cushions: 2x S96
Back attachments: PS
Accessories: LT32, SA32, VE

Decorative pillows: www.rohleder.com

39530 POSSIBLE COMPOSITIONS

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Bailandoo

Plinth frames: 2x Y192A
Seat cushions: 3x S96 - S64
Back attachments: 2x PS, 2x PK
Accessories: LT32, 2x SA32K, 
Decorative pillows, VE

Plinth frames: 2x Y192A
Seat cushions: 3x S96 - S64
Back attachments: 2x PK, 2x PS
Accessories: LT32, 2x SA32K, 
Decorative pillows, VE

Plinth frames: 2x Y192A
Seat cushions: 3x S96 - S64
Back attachments: 2x PS, 2x PK
Accessories: LT32, SA32K,
Decorative pillows, VE

Decorative pillows: www.rohleder.com

39530 POSSIBLE COMPOSITIONS

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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39599

Accessories

There are more important
things in life than to constantly
increase its speed.

  —Mahatma Ghandi —
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Plaids

UN40. UN41. UN42. UN43. UN44.

PL026

130/160/0

PL034

130/160/0

PL051

130/160/0

U50

50/50/0

UN

60/9/28/0

UN41.

60/40/0

UN40.

60/40/0

UN42.

60/40/0

UN43.

60/40/0

UN44.

60/40/0

U50 and UN, can be ordered in all covers

Accessories
39599 ARTICLE OVERVIEW

PILLOWS AND ACCESSORIES

Plaid implementation 
south beach

Plaid implementation 
dijon

Plaid implementation 
stone

pillow lumbar pillow

pillow front D66/28 
green-blue - back 
W82/22 grey

pillow front D66/53 
brown - back W82/21 
light grey

pillow front D65/43 
nature - back W82/43 
cream

pillow front D65/99 
black-orange - back 
W82/98 midnight

pillow front D65/85 
lilac - back W82/98 
midnight

ORDER INFORMATION

Filling: 
Cover material made of water-repellent spunbond (40 g/m², 
PP 40). Filling made of a mixture of 20% siliconised hollow 
fibre and 80% foam rods RG 25/15 quick-drying, weather-
resistant and durable. Additional cover with breathable 
3-layer laminate. This membrane is located between the 
cover and the filling cushion.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimen-
sions in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. 
Dimensions are given as follows: width/depth.
Zips: 
The pillow covers have visually unobtrusive zips in the outer 
seam area. This allows you to conveniently separate the 

cover from the filling if you wish.
Crease formation: 
Cover material stretches to a lesser or larger extent under 
the influence of body weight, which can lead to the forma-
tion of creases in the cover. This visual change does not 
affect use, function and life span and it is not a defect.
Plaids: 
The plaids are made of spun-dyed acrylic.
Covers in model images/digital fabric and colour 
samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour samples 
may vary, samples in accordance - colour and structure 
deviations are possible.

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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www.rohleder-home-collection.com

Pillows and plaids loosen up, set eye-
catching points and support when sitting 
or lounging.

We also like to use the pillows from the 
Rohleder Home Collection to decorate our 
outdoor furniture arrangements, as these 
have weather-resistant properties and are 
always a great eye-catcher.

decorate
FEEL GOOD AND
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We have specifically selected the covers for our outdoor collection 
under very specific aspects so that they meet the special require-
ments. We have consciously decided to offer different cover 
materials. These differ not only in design and colour, but also 
in their material composition, values, usage properties and, 
of course, price. In this way, you can put together your own 
individual outdoor furniture from a wide range of outdoor-
suitable fabrics.

Outdoor covers have to withstand sun, rain, wind and weath-
er. We have also attached importance to breathability, the best 
care properties and a pleasant feel and look. We have summa-
rised everything you need to know on the following pages.

Cover Materials
"When you are attentive to everything, 
you become sensitive,
and being sensitive has
an inner perception of beauty,
it has a sense of beauty."

  —Jiddu Krishnamurti —
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Fabric Covers Materi-
al Class

Reference Type Martindale 
abrasion resis-
tance

Composition Light fastness  
(DIN ISO EN 105-B02)

Pilling Flammability Other

O80 SK 70 Jacquard flat weave 30.000 100% spinneret-dyed acrylic,  
Tempotest fibre

7 – 8 at 1 – 8 
(DIN ISO EN 105-B04)

4 – 5
at 1 – 5

weatherproof, according to the manufacturer suitable for almost 
all weather conditions and temperatures, OEKO-TEX® Standard 
100, 6-year manufacturer‘s guarantee onto the cover fabric – see 
details on following pages, PURATEX®-cleaning set for outdoor cover 
materials

J81 SK 100 Jacquard/Curly 50.000 100% spinneret-dyed acrylic,  
Tempotest fibre

7 – 8 at 1 – 8 
(DIN ISO EN 105-B04)

3 – 4
at 1 – 5

weatherproof, according to the manufacturer suitable for almost 
all weather conditions and temperatures, OEKO-TEX® Standard 
100, 6-year manufacturer‘s guarantee onto the cover fabric – see 
details on following pages, PURATEX®-cleaning set for outdoor cover 
materials

T80 SK 30 flat weave 16.000 100% polypropylene 7 
at 1 – 8

4 – 5
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1, 
BS 5852 source 0

Active Line flat weave, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, PURATEX®-cleaning 
set for outdoor cover materials

T81 SK 30 flat weave 20.000 100% polypropylene 7 
at 1 – 8

4 – 5
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1 
BS 5852 source 0

Active Line flat weave, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, PURATEX®-cleaning 
set for outdoor cover materials

T84 SK 30 flat weave 20.000 100% polypropylene 7
at 1 – 8

4 – 5
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1,  
BS 5852 source 0

Active Line flat weave, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, PURATEX®-cleaning 
set for outdoor cover materials

V80 SK 40 flat weave 20.000 100% polypropylene 7
at 1 – 8

5
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1, BS 5852 
source 0

Active Line flat weave, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, PURATEX®-cleaning 
set for outdoor cover materials

V81 SK 40 flat weave 20.000 100% polypropylene 7
at 1 – 8

5 
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1,  
BS 5852 source 0

Active Line flat weave, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, PURATEX®-cleaning 
set for outdoor cover materials

V82 SK 40 flat weave 20.000 100% polypropylene 7 
at 1 – 8

5
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1, 
BS 5852 source 0

Active Line flat weave, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, PURATEX®-cleaning 
set for outdoor cover materials

V83 SK 40 flat weave 20.000 100% polypropylene 7 
at 1 – 8

5
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1, 
BS 5852 source 0

Active Line flat weave, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, PURATEX®-cleaning 
set for outdoor cover materials

V84 SK 40 flat weave 20.000 100% polypropylene 7
at 1 – 8

5
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1,
BS 5852 source 0

Active Line flat weave, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, PURATEX®-cleaning 
set for outdoor cover materials

W82 SK 50 coarse flat weave 30.000 74% polyacryl, 26% polyester 6 – 7 
at 1 – 8

5
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1 Rohleder Q2, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, 5-year manufacturer‘s 
guarantee onto the cover fabric for living area, cold resistance 
down to -10°C

D65 SK 110 Jacquard flat weave 20.000 66% polyester, 34% polyacryl 6 – 7 
at 1 – 8

4
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1 Rohleder Q2, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, 5-year manufacturer‘s 
guarantee onto the cover fabric for living area, cold resistant down 
to -10°C

O10 SK 70 Jacquard flat weave 60.000 60% polyacryl, 40% polyester 6 – 7 
at 1 – 8

4
at 1 – 5

EN 1021-1 Rohleder Q2, OEKO-TEX® Standard 100, 5-year manufacturer‘s 
guarantee onto the cover fabric for living area, cold resistant down 
to -10°C

Overview
OF COVER MATERIAL
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O80/21 light grey O80/44 sand O80/49 taupeO80/27 bleu

SK 70/100

J81/21 light grey

 

 

SK 70

SK 100

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

J81
Jacquard/Bouclé

Features: 
High-quality textile feel and look which is very similar to natural fibre 
products. The fibre is water repellent, resistant to stains, salt and fad-
ing due to sunlight, with Teflon® finish, 6 years manufacturer‘s guar-
antee onto the cover fabric on colour loss caused by normal sunlight 
and normal weather conditions in general, Oeko-Tex Standard 100. 
Without chemical additives, high resistance to ageing.

Rubbing tours: 
O80: 30.000; J81: 50.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on 
upholstered furniture

Composition: 
100% spinneret-dyed acrylic, Tempotest fibre
Rub resistance: very good
Colour/light fastness: 
very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B04)
Pilling behaviour: very good (J81 good)
Weather resistance: Suitable for nearly all weather conditions and 
temperatures according to the manufacturer. 

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro. 

Attention: Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster 
and more clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations 
reserved! Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufac-
turer’s warranty claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery 
fabric, but a defect in the garment textile, which must be claimed at 
the clothing store. The polluter pays principle applies here.

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.

Special features:
These two articles are absolute high-performance fabrics, made from the Tempotest brand fibre, with the highest properties 
and values. The light fastness of these articles is specified with the ISO EN 105-B04 standard, because this places even higher 
demands on an article. The fabrics have to withstand more than twice the number of hours of sunlight than ISO EN 105-B02. This 
is a special feature that we have deliberately used in this way. The Tempotest fibre, used especially for upholstery purposes and 
here, is a new generation of stronger yarns. This fibre gives the fabrics a distinct natural fibre/linen character.

For Lovers
TEMPOTEST: FLAT WEAVE O80 & J81

O80
Tempotest-Jacquard 
flat weave
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T80/63 mandarineT80/21 silver T80/26 south beach T80/35 limeT80/28 denim T80/98 midnight

Garantiepass  
Stoff
5 Jahres-Service- 
Garantie

T80/44 cream

FLECKSCHUTZ

STAIN PROTECTION

WASSER- UND 
ÖLABSTOSSEND

WATER- AND  
OIL-REPELLANT

ANTIBAKTERIELL

ANTIBACTERIAL

ATMUNGSAKTIV

BREATHABLE

PFLEGELEICHT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

SK 30

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

Features: 
Flat weave in canvas weave, finished with Clean Active, tested for 
harmful substances, Oeko-Tex Standard 100,  easy-care, antibacterial, 
pleasant seating climate, breathable, stain protection, water repellent, 
suitable for outdoor use. 

Rubbing tours: 
16.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furni-
ture
Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Rub resistance: very good
Light fastness: very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)

Pilling behaviour: very good
Flammability: Cigarette test DIN EN ISO 1021-1, BS 5852 Source 0

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations reserved! 
Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s war-
ranty claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but 
a defect in the garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing 
store. The polluter pays principle applies here.

Special features:
A good, modern, easy-care product range with a very wide range of 
designs and colours at an attractive price. This article is labelled as an 
outdoor article due to its fibre, lightfastness and care properties.

for Life Lovers
FLAT WEAVE T80, ACTIVE LINE® PLUS OUTDOOR, UNI

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.
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T81/63 mandarineT81/21 silver T81/26 south beach T81/44 creamT81/35 limeT81/28 denim

Garantiepass  
Stoff
5 Jahres-Service- 
Garantie

SK 30

FLECKSCHUTZ

STAIN PROTECTION

WASSER- UND 
ÖLABSTOSSEND

WATER- AND  
OIL-REPELLANT

ANTIBAKTERIELL

ANTIBACTERIAL

ATMUNGSAKTIV

BREATHABLE

PFLEGELEICHT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

T81/98 midnight

Features: 
Flat weave in canvas weave, finished with Clean Active, tested for harm-
ful substances, Oeko-Tex Standard 100,  easy-care, antibacterial, pleas-
ant seating climate, breathable, stain protection, water repellent, suit-
able for outdoor use. 

Rubbing tours: 
20.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furniture
Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Rub resistance: very good
Light fastness: very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: very good

Flammability: Cigarette test DIN EN ISO 1021-1, BS 5852 Source 0

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations reserved! 
Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s war-

ranty claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but 
a defect in the garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing 
store. The polluter pays principle applies here.

for Life Lovers
FLAT WEAVE T81, ACTIVE LINE® PLUS OUTDOOR, STRIPES

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.

Special features:
A good, modern, easy-care product range with a very wide range of 
designs and colours at an attractive price. This article is labelled as an 
outdoor article due to its fibre, lightfastness and care properties.
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T84/63 mandarineT84/21 silver T84/26 south beach T84/44 creamT84/35 limeT84/28 denim T84/98 midnight

Garantiepass  
Stoff
5 Jahres-Service- 
Garantie

SK 30

FLECKSCHUTZ

STAIN PROTECTION

WASSER- UND 
ÖLABSTOSSEND

WATER- AND  
OIL-REPELLANT

ANTIBAKTERIELL

ANTIBACTERIAL

ATMUNGSAKTIV

BREATHABLE

PFLEGELEICHT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

Features: 
Flat weave in canvas weave, finished with Clean Active, tested for harm-
ful substances, Oeko-Tex Standard 100,  easy-care, antibacterial, pleas-
ant seating climate, breathable, stain protection, water repellent, suit-
able for outdoor use. 

Rubbing tours: 
20.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furniture
Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Rub resistance: very good
Light fastness: very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: very good

Flammability: Cigarette test DIN EN ISO 1021-1, BS 5852 Source 0

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations reserved! 
Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s war-
ranty claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but 
a defect in the garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing 
store. The polluter pays principle applies here.

Special features:
A good, modern, easy-care product range with a very wide range of 
designs and colours at an attractive price. This article is labelled as an 
outdoor article due to its fibre, lightfastness and care properties.

for Life Lovers
FLAT WEAVE T84, ACTIVE LINE® PLUS OUTDOOR, BLOCK STRIPES

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.
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V80/21 silver V80/33 green teaV80/26 south beach

V80/98 midnight

Garantiepass  
Stoff
5 Jahres-Service- 
Garantie

SK 40

FLECKSCHUTZ

STAIN PROTECTION

WASSER- UND 
ÖLABSTOSSEND

WATER- AND  
OIL-REPELLANT

ANTIBAKTERIELL

ANTIBACTERIAL

ATMUNGSAKTIV

BREATHABLE

PFLEGELEICHT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

V80/28 denim V80/29 azur V80/35 lime

V80/64 terracottaV80/43 ivory V80/44 cream V80/63 mandarine V80/94 graphite V80/95 anthracite

V80/42 white

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

Features: 
Flat weave in canvas weave, finished with Clean Active, tested for harm-
ful substances, Oeko-Tex Standard 100,  easy-care, antibacterial, pleas-
ant seating climate, breathable, stain protection, water repellent, suit-
able for outdoor use. 

Rubbing tours: 
20.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furniture
Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Rub resistance: very good
Light fastness: very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: very good

Flammability: Cigarette test DIN EN ISO 1021-1, BS 5852 Source 0

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations reserved! 
Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s war-
ranty claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but 
a defect in the garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing 
store. The polluter pays principle applies here.

Special features:
A good, modern, easy-care product range with a very wide range of 
designs and colours at an attractive price. This article is labelled as an 
outdoor article due to its fibre, lightfastness and care properties.

for Life Lovers
FLAT WEAVE V80, ACTIVE LINE® PLUS OUTDOOR, UNI

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.
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V81/63 mandarine V81/98 midnightV81/21 silver V81/26 south beach V81/44 creamV81/35 limeV81/28 denim

Garantiepass  
Stoff
5 Jahres-Service- 
Garantie

SK 40

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

FLECKSCHUTZ

STAIN PROTECTION

WASSER- UND 
ÖLABSTOSSEND

WATER- AND  
OIL-REPELLANT

ANTIBAKTERIELL

ANTIBACTERIAL

ATMUNGSAKTIV

BREATHABLE

PFLEGELEICHT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

Features: 
Flat weave in canvas weave, finished with Clean Active, tested for harm-
ful substances, Oeko-Tex Standard 100,  easy-care, antibacterial, pleas-
ant seating climate, breathable, stain protection, water repellent, suit-
able for outdoor use. 

Rubbing tours: 
20.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furniture
Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Rub resistance: very good
Light fastness: very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: very good

Flammability: Cigarette test DIN EN ISO 1021-1, BS 5852 Source 0

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours.
Structure and colour deviations reserved! Staining caused by textiles is 
excluded from any manufacturer’s warranty claims. This is by no means 
a defect in the upholstery fabric, but a defect in the garment textile, 
which must be claimed at the clothing store. The polluter pays principle 
applies here.

Special features:
A good, modern, easy-care product range with a very wide 
range of designs and colours at an attractive price. This article 
is labelled as an outdoor article due to its fibre, lightfastness 
and care properties.

for Life Lovers
FLAT WEAVE V81, ACTIVE LINE® PLUS OUTDOOR, LEAVES

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.
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V82/63 mandarine V82/98 midnightV82/21 silver V82/26 south beach V82/44 creamV82/35 limeV82/28 denim

Garantiepass  
Stoff
5 Jahres-Service- 
Garantie

SK 40

FLECKSCHUTZ

STAIN PROTECTION

WASSER- UND 
ÖLABSTOSSEND

WATER- AND  
OIL-REPELLANT

ANTIBAKTERIELL

ANTIBACTERIAL

ATMUNGSAKTIV

BREATHABLE

PFLEGELEICHT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

Features: 
Flat weave in canvas weave, finished with Clean Active, tested for harm-
ful substances, Oeko-Tex Standard 100,  easy-care, antibacterial, pleas-
ant seating climate, breathable, stain protection, water repellent, suit-
able for outdoor use. 

Rubbing tours: 
20.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furniture
Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Rub resistance: very good
Light fastness: very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: very good

Flammability: Cigarette test DIN EN ISO 1021-1, BS 5852 Source 0

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations reserved! 
Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s war-
ranty claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but 
a defect in the garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing 
store. The polluter pays principle applies here.

for Life Lovers
FLAT WEAVE V82, ACTIVE LINE® PLUS OUTDOOR, SHELL

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.

Special features:
A good, modern, easy-care product range with a very wide 
range of designs and colours at an attractive price. This article 
is labelled as an outdoor article due to its fibre, lightfastness 
and care properties.
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V83/63 mandarine V83/98 midnightV83/21 silver V83/26 south beach V83/44 creamV83/35 limeV83/28 denim

Garantiepass  
Stoff
5 Jahres-Service- 
Garantie

SK 40

FLECKSCHUTZ

STAIN PROTECTION

WASSER- UND 
ÖLABSTOSSEND

WATER- AND  
OIL-REPELLANT

ANTIBAKTERIELL

ANTIBACTERIAL

ATMUNGSAKTIV

BREATHABLE

PFLEGELEICHT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

Features: 
Flat weave in canvas weave, finished with Clean Active, tested for harm-
ful substances, Oeko-Tex Standard 100, easy-care, antibacterial, pleasant 
seating climate, breathable, stain protection, water repellent, suitable for 
outdoor use. 

Rubbing tours: 
20.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furniture
Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Rub resistance: very good
Light fastness: very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: very good

Flammability: 
Cigarette test DIN EN ISO 1021-1, BS 5852 Source 0

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also be 
caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. Patina 
and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be expected 
when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations reserved! 
Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s warranty 
claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but a defect 
in the garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing store. The 
polluter pays principle applies here.

for Life Lovers
FLAT WEAVE V83, ACTIVE LINE® PLUS OUTDOOR, CHECK

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.

Special features:
A good, modern, easy-care product range with a very wide 
range of designs and colours at an attractive price. This article 
is labelled as an outdoor article due to its fibre, lightfastness 
and care properties.
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V84/63 mandarine V84/98 midnightV84/21 silver V84/26 south beach V84/44 creamV84/35 limeV84/28 denim

Garantiepass  
Stoff
5 Jahres-Service- 
Garantie

SK 40

www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de

FLECKSCHUTZ

STAIN PROTECTION

WASSER- UND 
ÖLABSTOSSEND

WATER- AND  
OIL-REPELLANT

ANTIBAKTERIELL

ANTIBACTERIAL

ATMUNGSAKTIV

BREATHABLE

PFLEGELEICHT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

Features: 
Flat weave in canvas weave, finished with Clean Active, tested for harm-
ful substances, Oeko-Tex Standard 100,  easy-care, antibacterial, pleas-
ant seating climate, breathable, stain protection, water repellent, suit-
able for outdoor use. 
Rubbing tours: 
20.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furniture
Composition: 100% Polypropylene
Rub resistance: very good
Light fastness: very good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: very good
Flammability: Cigarette test DIN EN ISO 1021-1, BS 5852 Source 0

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations reserved! 
Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s war-
ranty claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but 
a defect in the garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing 
store. The polluter pays principle applies here.

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.

Special features:
A good, modern, easy-care product range with a very wide 
range of designs and colours at an attractive price. This article 
is labelled as an outdoor article due to its fibre, lightfastness 
and care properties.

for Life Lovers
FLAT WEAVE V84, ACTIVE LINE® PLUS OUTDOOR, HONEYCOMB
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W82/12 merlot

W82/43 cream

W82/15 light brick W82/22 grey W82/27 blue W82/28 dark blue

W82/44 ivoryW82/36 camou-
flage

W82/13 cherry W82/14 brick W82/17 rose W82/21 light grey W82/25 steel blue W82/26 denim W82/29 azur W82/34 dijon

W82/35 khaki W82/37 green W82/38 smaragd W82/39 moss 
green

W82/45 ecru W82/47 gold W82/49 taupe W82/50 light 
brown

W82/51 stone W82/53 cho-
colate

W82/64 terra-
cotta

W82/94 anth-
racite

W82/71 honeyW82/56 cold 
brown

W82/63 man-
darin

W82/81 lilac W82/84 plum W82/85 auber-
gine

W82/86 purple W82/93 graphite W82/98 mid-
night

W82/99 black

SK 40Features: 
Rohleder Q2 fabric, 5-year manufacturer‘s guarantee on all usage and 
care properties onto the cover fabric, easy-care, without chemical 
finish, very hard-wearing, quick-drying, can be treated with chlorine 
bleach solution to remove foreign dyes, suitable for outdoor use. Sus-
tainable, environmentally and physically compatible according to DIN 
EN ISO/IEC 17050-1.
Rubbing tours: 
30.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered furni-
ture
Composition: 
74 % Polyacryl, 26 % Polyester

Rub resistance: very good
Colour/light fastness: good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: very good
Flammability: EN 1021-1
Cold resistance: up to -10°C

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Pilling is unavoidable and can also 
be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the fabric. 
Patina and shiny spots are to be expected in use. Loop pulls are to be 
expected when hooking with sharp objects or velcro.  

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours. Structure and colour deviations reserved! 
Staining caused by textiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s war-
ranty claims. This is by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but 
a defect in the garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing 
store. The polluter pays principle applies here.

In order to maintain the manufacturer’s guarantee on all usage and 
care properties on the cover fabric, it is important to note that no im-
pregnation, sealing or stain protection is applied afterwards.

Special features:
A wide range of colours leaves nothing to be desired. The natural look and pleasant feel create a homely character in the outdoor area. 
These articles are not water-repellent, but breathable and form a functional unit together with the waterproof membrane underneath. Due 
to their composition and test values, these articles can be used both indoors and outdoors. Big plus: You can completely coordinate your 
indoor and outdoor furniture!

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.

for Individualists
COARSE FLAT WEAVE W82
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D65/43 nature D65/85 lilac D65/99 black-orange

SK 110Features: 
Rohleder Q2 fabric, 5-year manufacturer‘s guarantee on all usage 
and care properties onto the cover fabric,  easy-care, no chemical 
finish, very hard-wearing, quick-drying, can be treated with chlo-
rine bleach solution to remove foreign dyes, suitable for outdoor 
use. Sustainable, environmentally and physically compatible ac-
cording to DIN EN ISO/IEC 17050-1.
Rubbing tours: 
20.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on upholstered fur-
niture
Composition:  66 % Polyester, 34 % Polyacryl
Rub resistance: good

Colour/light fastness: good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)
Pilling behaviour: good
Flammability: EN 1021-1
Cold resistance: up to -10°C

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Loop pulls are to be expected 
when hooking with sharp objects or velcro. 

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and 
more clearly than dark colours.

Structure and colour deviations reserved! Staining caused by tex-
tiles is excluded from any manufacturer’s warranty claims. This is 
by no means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but a defect in the 
garment textile, which must be claimed at the clothing store. The 
polluter pays principle applies here.

In order to maintain the manufacturer’s guarantee on all usage and 
care properties on the cover fabric, it is important to note that no 
impregnation, sealing or stain protection is applied afterwards.

Special features:
These articles are not water-repellent, but breathable and form a functional unit together with the 
waterproof membrane underneath. Due to their composition and test values, these articles can be 
used both indoors and outdoors. Big plus: You can completely coordinate your indoor and outdoor 
furniture!

for the Colourful
JACQUARD-FLATWEAVES D65

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.
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O10/15 blush O10/31 mintO10/22 silver grey

O10/95 black & white

O10/28 dark blue O10/43 ivoryO10/26 blue

O10/98 midnight

O10/36 camouflage

O10/51 stone O10/97 anthraciteO10/48 sand

O10/34 khaki

SK 70Features: 
Rohleder Q2 fabric, 5-year manufacturer‘s guarantee on all usage and 
care properties onto the cover fabric,  easy-care, no chemical finish, 
very hard-wearing, quick-drying, can be treated with chlorine bleach 
solution to remove foreign dyes, suitable for outdoor use. Sustain-
able, environmentally and physically compatible according to DIN EN 
ISO/IEC 17050-1.
Rubbing tours:  60.000 according to RAL GZ 430 for processing on 
upholstered furniture
Composition: 60 % Polyacryl, 40 % Polyester
Rub resistance: very good
Colour/light fastness: good (DIN EN ISO 105-B02)

Pilling behaviour: good
Flammability: EN 1021-1
Cold resistance: up to -10°C

Characteristics of the fabrics:
Every flat fabric will roughen in use. Loop pulls are to be expected 
when hooking with sharp objects or velcro. Pilling is unavoidable and 
can also be caused by clothing and other textile fibres sticking to the 
fabric.

Attention: 
Light colours show dirt and jeans wear on the fabric faster and more 
clearly than dark colours.
Structure and colour deviations reserved! Staining caused by textiles 
is excluded from any manufacturer’s warranty claims. This is by no 
means a defect in the upholstery fabric, but a defect in the garment 
textile, which must be claimed at the clothing store. The polluter pays 
principle applies here.

In order to maintain the manufacturer’s guarantee on all usage and 
care properties on the cover fabric, it is important to note that no im-
pregnation, sealing or stain protection is applied afterwards.

Special features:
A wide range of colours leaves nothing to be desired. The natural look and pleasant feel create a homely character in the outdoor 
area.These articles are not water-repellent, but breathable and form a functional unit together with the waterproof membrane 
underneath. Due to their composition and test values, these articles can be used both indoors and outdoors. Big plus: You can 
completely coordinate your indoor and outdoor furniture!

for Aesthetes
JACQUARD-FLATWEAVES O10

Fabric colours can only be represented approximately in print. Colour deviations are due to printing and are not grounds for complaint.
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www.schillig-outdoor.com

Get valuable background information 
on outdoor furniture from W.SCHILLIG 
on the following pages.

Good to know
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www.schillig-outdoor.com

W.SCHILLIG GOES GREEN

- Photovoltaic system on the company building
- Planting flower meadows, beehives and insect 
   hotels
- Combined heat and power plant in planning

CERTIFICATION

- German Furniture Quality Association
- Emission label
- EMAS
- Interseroh certificate for saved resources

COMPANY PHILOSOPHY

Sustainability should not be „trendy“, but is a firm 
anchor in our corporate philosophy. 

MATERIAL & ENERGY CYCLES

- Conservation of natural resources
- Monitoring of operational processes by an 
   Environmental Officer
- Optimisation of processes and use of materials
- Life of systematic environmental management
- Use of environmentally compatible materials
- Consideration of environmental protection aspects

Sustainability
IS CLOSE TO OUR HEARTS
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www.schillig-outdoor.com

W.SCHILLIG outdoor furniture is made with true crafts-
manship down to the last detail. From the frame to 
the cover, we guarantee high-quality materials that 
are carefully and precisely processed. The majority of 
W.SCHILLIG furniture is still made by hand. You can 
feel the decades of experience of our employees in 
the quality of our products. The quality management 
of W.SCHILLIG is checked annually by the TÜV Rhein-
land AG. All W.SCHILLIG products also bear the RAL-GZ 
430/4 quality mark for healthy living. 

Quality is our top priority. It starts with the frame of 
the furniture, all load-bearing parts of which are made 
of sturdy metal and have a solid base. The seat ideally 
consists of a high-quality RAL-compliant foam depend-
ing on the seating comfort. 

The cushions are partly made of ergo-PUR upholstery 
foam (RG 35/46) according to DGM guidelines with high 
comfort. In order to meet the internationally varying 
seating preferences, W.SCHILLIG specifically addresses 
the needs of customers and trade partners. Despite 
the most modern, high-tech production methods, ex-
perience in craftsmanship is decisive for the typical 
W.SCHILLIG comfort. Every step in the process goes 
through quality control, with each upholsterer respon-
sible for a complete set. We can say: your outdoor fur-
niture is in good hands with us!

Quality with a golden “M 
W.SCHILLIG models are produced in ac-
cordance with the DIN and RAL quality 
guidelines of the Deutsche Gütegemein-
schaft Möbel e. V. (German Furniture Qual-
ity Association) and all functions and ma-
terials are checked by authorised testing 
institutes, for example the Landesgew-
erbeanstalt Bayern (LGA). Only when the 

furniture has passed all the tests for durability, material 
quality, longevity, safety and health compatibility and 
the manufacturer can prove that he keeps his produc-
tion at the same quality level, does the DGM award 
the RAL quality mark for furniture. This “Golden M”, at-
tached as a tag to the piece of furniture, means for the 
buyer: this is tested quality that he can rely on.

Our outdoor collection was developed in Germany, 
with production taking place at our site in Upper Fran-
conia.

Passion
FOR MORE QUALITY
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Outdoor furniture is often purchased for reasons of appearance. As well as de-
sign, seating comfort and modern comfort functions are important decision 
factors. Regardless of material, construction and manufacturing, there are 
important product characteristics to take into consideration because later 
changes due to normal, natural usage do not represent a material defect. Out-
door furniture in particular was designed for use in specific conditions out-
doors.

Marking
Caution is required with textiles that are not colour-fast, particularly dyed cotton 
materials such as jeans and T-shirts in intensive colour shades (red, black, dark blue 
etc.), which can cause marking because of body heat, moisture etc. This frequently 
happens with light covers on upholstered parts. This is usually caused by the tex-
tiles, not the upholstered furniture. The same applies to full-grain or velours leather. 
Please read the product information from the textile and leather manufacturers. 

Measurement, installation and alignment
The measuring and planning of furniture is one of the most important tasks during 
furnishing and installation. The buyer is responsible for ensuring that the furni-
ture actually fits on the intended floor space! Furniture should not be placed flush 
against the wall or too close to radiators or light sources. Sufficient air circulation 
must be provided. It is essential for furniture items to be aligned straight! Failure to 
do this will quickly result in consequential damage (e.g. tilting, trapping, squeaking, 
tearing, scratching and distortion) and even material breaches! 

Weight-bearing capacity 
The load-bearing capability of upholstered furniture, functional items and comple-
mentary items in general, be it made from glass, wood, metal or plastic, is extremely 
variable and limited. For this reason, attention must be paid to the maximum load-
bearing capability limits in the specifications. Proper and sufficient support and 
stability is required. The individual values and notes can be found in the respec-
tive model enclosures. The requirements of the RAL-GZ 430/4 of the “Deutsche 
Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V.” (German Furniture Quality Assurance Association) act 
as a guideline.

Use for correct purpose 
Furniture that has been manufactured for the private living area may also only be 
used for general living requirements. It is not suitable for commercial or permanent-
ly on external areas. This applies to commercially used holiday apartments, offices, 
hotels etc. In the case of orders for the commercial area or the project area and pub-
lic institutions, the applicable standards, safety regulations and basic rules must be 
followed.

Chemical reactions 
Chemical reactions or discolouration may occur with many furniture surfaces that 
have long periods of contact with different materials, particularly plastics. 

Chemical cleaning agents 
Care must be taken with chemical cleaning agents such as acetone, acetic acid, cel-
lulose thinner, sal ammoniac etc. These substances do not just damage the sensitive 
surface, but can also be a health hazard. Please always read the product description 
and the manufacturer’s specification carefully.

Steam cleaners 
Steam cleaners are not suitable for furniture, even if certain advertising promises 
otherwise. The steam pressure can destroy surfaces relatively quickly.

Colour deviations/colour patterns 
Minor deviations between the showroom product and the delivered product in 
accordance with sample palettes or when re-ordering are unavoidable because 
of industrial manufacturing tolerances. The colour, texture, structure and pattern 
can only be approximately achieved, i.e. not 100%. Deliveries in accordance with 
colour samples are therefore usually excluded from complaints and replacement. 
We attempt to achieve the best possible match. It is always advisable to order in 
accordance with special coloured patterns in order to avoid colour and structure 
differences.

Colour migration/textiles which are non-colour-fast
With light material or leather coverings, colour migration may occur (marking or col-
our migration) in combination with dark or intensive colour shades, particularly with 
dark red, blue, black etc. The clothing industry is also aware of this phenomenon. 
This has been proven to be a defect in the clothing material. This has nothing to do 
with the quality of the furniture covering. Complaints of this nature can therefore 
not be accepted. Marking caused by items of clothing on light upholstered furniture 
is particularly known from jeans. This can be rectified by means of careful vacuum-
ing or wiping with a damp cloth. Slight colour changes are typical with the product.

Fillings
The delineation of the chambers, quilting and/or filing material is a material and 
model-related characteristic in quilted mats, chamber cushions and cushions with 
loose filler material.

Leg and floor protection
Pay attention to the leg connections of the furniture when making your purchase. 
Industrial mass production determines the model-specific standard thereof. In 

order to protect the different floors from scratches or damage, separate protective 
underlays such as felt, plastic, rubber or other glides must be placed beneath the leg 
variants if necessary which you can purchase in the trade.

Utility property
Usage-related changes that do not allow any conclusions to be drawn about work-
manship and quality (e. g. B. often used space for upholstered furniture).

Odour
It is well known that new things have an odour. This can last for several weeks or 
months, depending on the material and the composition. Frequent ventilation or 
wiping with a damp cloth can help with this. 

Pets
Extreme caution must be taken in this case. With pets it is the same as with all be-
ings or objects that you are fond of – tolerance and understanding is required. Pets 
cannot be monitored 24 hours per day. It is up to the pet owners, house or apart-
ment owners to supervise pets. A great deal of information is available from spe-
cialist magazines and media such as Stiftung Warentest (German consumer safety 
group), “Ein Herz für Tiere” (“A Heart for Animals” magazine) etc. One thing is for sure: 
Claws and animals with beaks can cause considerable and often irreparable dam-
age. Animal hair, particularly cat hair, is difficult to remove from textiles. Cats, dogs 
etc. are free-roaming and bring everything possible with them into the house. There 
should not be any contact between animals and the coverings of furniture in order 
to protect small children and babies. Effective protection would be to protect the 
furniture that is at risk with suitable materials (covers, throws, etc., which can be 
washed or dry cleaned) from damage by animals.

Cushions/Chair covers/Removable covers
Particular attention must be paid to several things when using removable furniture 
covers. It is essential to pay attention to the composition of the material and the 
cleaning information. Can they be cleaned with chemicals? Are they washable, and 
how? Usually only up to 30 °C. They can easily shrink a little, and if they are not han-
dled properly they may then be impossible or difficult to fit.

Light fastness in accordance with RAL-GZ 430/4
Light fastness is the resistance of a covering material to the effect of light (particu-
larly sunlight, daylight, halogen lighting etc.). Light sources such as this (particularly 
sunlight) change surfaces, particularly wood surfaces, natural materials (e.g. cotton) 
and leather. This type of “sunburn” leads to colour changes due to chemical build-up. 
The discolouration of the material under the influence of light cannot be prevented 
in furniture coverings. Natural wood can go darker or yellow, and stained wood can 

Safety and Care Instructions
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fade. Valuable furniture must be protected from extreme light effects, since “abso-
lute” light fastness cannot be achieved. The elemental power of the sun changes 
any material! Particular care therefore must be taken in bright south-facing rooms 
with a large proportion of light and glass. Particularly in sunlight, curtains or blinds 
should be closed, since otherwise the colour or brightness of the covering materials 
and surfaces may change in the affected locations after just a few weeks. “Colour 
changes” such as this have no influence on the usage or service life of the furniture.

Metal parts and finishes
Structural and colour deviations cannot be avoided. Painted metals, anodised or 
polished aluminium: A weak solution of washing-up liquid can be used for cleaning 
these metals. Alcohol and cleaning agent must not be used under any circumstanc-
es. Always wipe dry. For painted metals, anodised, polished or brushed aluminium, 
chromium, gold-plated surfaces, stainless steel, high-gloss polishing etc. the clean-
ing and care instructions must be adhered to.

Micro fibre cloths
Not everything that is available for chrome, stainless steel, metal, mirrors and glass 
is good for furniture as well. Therefore: Just to be safe, do not use microfibre cloths 
for furniture surfaces, upholstered furniture coverings such as leather, artificial 
leather or fabrics of any kind. Soft, clean cloths such as dishcloths or chamois leath-
ers are more suitable, particularly in combination with the right cleaning agents.

Furniture polishing
Unless they are special polishes you are more likely to damage your furniture. Sili-
cone marks are difficult to remove afterwards.

Installation instructions/Enclosures
Must be followed. 

Body weight
According to RAL 430/4 the strength test is carried out with a fall weight of 75 kg, 
which corresponds to a body weight of 120 kg. In the event of a body weight of more 
than 120 kg, the manufacturer must be contacted with regard to the strength and 
durability of an upholstered furniture item before concluding the purchase agree-
ment. Exceptions can be found in the respective product enclosure.

Care instructions
Guiding principle: Please always pay careful attention to the detailed product infor-
mation, usage, cleaning and care instructions and also the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions on the product! We would like you to enjoy our furniture for a long time. No 
warranty is given for damage caused by incorrect handling or the use of the wrong 

care materials. This also applies to subsequent stain proofing of fabrics using exter-
nal products, and extends to the private living area. 
Do not put hot, heavy, sharp-edged or damp objects onto high-quality furniture sur-
faces, since this will cause pressure points or marks. Spilled acidic liquids such as 
fruit juice and alcohol must be dabbed off immediately and are not allowed to pen-
etrate. Never rub the affected area using a great deal of pressure. Tobacco smoke, 
kitchen fumes and the effects of the environment leave their traces. In order to keep 
furniture in good condition for as long as possible, it must be cleaned at regular in-
tervals.

Pilling formation
To begin with, small knots appear on some covering materials (mainly flat and mixed 
fabric) like the ones on woollen pullovers. These are usually caused by contact with 
external textiles which the user is wearing when sitting on the upholstered furniture. 
External pilling is a characteristic that is typical of the product, not a material de-
fect. Special fluff removers are available with which the pills can be removed without 
problems in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions without damaging the 
covering fabric. Or they are loose particles of the yarn that has been used, usually 
mixed with clothing fluff. Pills frequently occur after a short period of use. Pilling for-
mation and the removal of pills do not affect the durability of the furniture fabric.

Planning materials and delivery
A prerequisite for defect-free delivery and installation is exact determination of re-
quirements, including room sizes, dimensions, wall composition and free access to 
the installation location (including door, stairway and corridor widths, lift, floor etc., 
these details come from the purchaser). The following must be clarified: Have the 
sockets and light switches beten correctly routed? It must also be taken into consid-
eration that the floor, walls and ceilings are not quite straight and must therefore be 
adapted and compensated for during installation. If changes are made to the rooms 
at short notice, the vendor and the installer must be notified thereof in good time. 
The relevant room/area must be accessible. The furniture must be arranged in such 
a way that it is horizontally aligned. 

Upholstered furniture in general
Upholstered furniture is soft and malleable. It should not be purchased on the basis 
of attractiveness alone, but also in accordance with the respective requirements. 
That which is often underestimated is the fact that upholstered furniture is used for 
about 3 – 5 hours per day, usually in a favourite location. Visual changes are then 
unavoidable, and normal wear will occur. This has very little effect on usage, ben efit 
or service life. Upholstered furniture must be horizontally aligned and be straight. If 
the floor is uneven or made uneven because of carpets, this must be compensated 
for or something placed beneath the furniture (please pay attention to product in-

formation).

“Firm” upholstery
With this type of upholstery, the covering is pulled tight over the padding and joined. 
This avoids excessive crease formation during use. In the majority of cases, the 
creases that are formed during sitting even themselves out again. However, perma-
nent crease formation may occur as the amount of use increases, minor though it 
may be. This is not a quality defect but a characteristic that is typical of the product, 
and is not attributable to deterioration of the upholstery but the expansion of the 
covering material. A typical recognition feature is its straight-lined appearance. The 
seating comfort differs from other types of upholstery in that you do not sink very 
deep into the padding but sit firmly on top of the padding. Lines, e.g. at curves or 
gatherings are design, model or structure-related.

“Loose” upholstery
The “loose upholstery” that we prefer is recognisable by its suppleness. With this 
type of upholstery, the covering is not continuously attached to the padding. The 
padding is softer and the cover is looser, meaning that you sit “in the sofa” and not 

“on the sofa”. A visually rippled surface of the coverings and wear lustre are not a 
quality defect, but are model-related or desirable from a design point of view, for 
providing optimum sitting comfort. It can be assumed that the upholstery is soft if 
gathers or rippling are present in some locations. It can be assumed that the cover-
ings will stretch during use and the formation of ripples may increase. However, this 
change does not affect usability.

“Very loose” upholstery
“Very loose upholstery” is characterised by the extremely soft surface. The coverings 

can have a distinct ripple pattern when the furniture is new, which is desirable from 
a design, model and construction related point of view. It can be assumed that the 
coverings will stretch during use and the formation of ripples may increase. However, 
this change does not affect usability (see also “Ripple and hollow formation”).

Friction resistance
With regard to the colours of furniture fabrics, they are friction resistant if they fulfil 
the requirements of RAL-GZ 430/4 of the “Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V.” 
These requirements determine the extent to which a covering may mark or rub off. 
Light colours usually have better friction resistance than darker colours. 

Cleaning
Only distilled water and neutral soap should be used for cleaning, and you should 
rub carefully with a white, soft clean cloth, always over a large area from seam to 
seam, gently and without pressure and never on the same spot (colour rub-off and 
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marks)! Please do not use microfibre cloths or steam cleaners. A test in a non-visible 
location would be advisable. Caution: Always pay attention to the detailed manu-
facturer’s information on the product! The warranty/guarantee does not cover dam-
age caused by external products such as steam cleaners, impregnation and cleaning 
material that is not recommended by the manufacturer, marking caused by jeans 
and other textiles which are not colour-fast, Velcro tape on leisure clothing and other 
stuckon substances containing sugar, acid, plasticiser, bleach or solvent, alcohol 
residue, adhesive tape of any kind (e.g. Sellotape).

Differences in seat firmness
Seat comfort can differ within an upholstered suite. Construction and shape often 
mean that it is not possible to give each element used the same suspension (e.g. in 
the case of corner and linking elements, ottomen, different basic geometric shapes 
and end elements etc). It is also possible for seat firmnesses to appear different, al-
though the upholstery is the same. (Foam may have technical tolerances of +/-15 % 
within its unit weight). For this reason it is essential to carry out an intensive “sitting 
test” prior to making the purchase. For manufacturing reasons, the tolerances in the 
foam material may be larger if it is new. The seat cushion and the backrest cushion 
are generally only uniform in sections of the upholstery with the same shape and 
size. 

Location
Upholstered furniture items, tables, functional furniture etc. must be horizontally 
aligned and straight when it is set up or installed. Small height differences due to 
uneven floors or unevenness during installation can lead to consequential damage 
to the subframe after weeks or months, e.g. cracking or squeaking noises. In order to 
protect your floor from scratches, the respective floor covering must be protected 
with an additional underlay (e.g. felt glides).

Fabrics
For detailed fabrics information, please view these pages as well as our website. The 
range of available textile covering material is increasing all the time. You should not 
make your decision on the basis of appearance alone, but also in terms of usage, 
cleaning and care etc. Your individual requirements and the size of your household 
are also decisive. Attention must be paid to the different qualities and product infor-
mation from the manufacturers. Do you have any pets? Please remember: there is 
no such thing as cat or claw-proof covering material! Advice therefore is extremely 
important when buying upholstered furniture.

Tolerances
Tolerances cannot be avoided in furniture during industrial mass production and 
for technical manufacturing reasons. The majority of tolerances are laid down in 
the quality and test conditions RALGZ 430/4 of the “Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel e.V.” with the “Golden M” quality symbol. If the deviations (tolerances) are in 
the insignificant range with regard to colour, dimensions and structure as far as the 
national and international standard is concerned, no defect is present. These are 

“product-specific characteristics”. These are acceptable production and manufac-
turing deviations – almost always minor visual deviations which have no effect on 
usage, benefit, functionality, safety and service life.

Maintenance
In this case, the manufacturer’s instructions on the product must always be fol-
lowed! Daily use leaves traces behind. It is important for spilled liquids or contami-
nation (e.g. fruit juice, alcohol etc.) to be dabbed off immediately with an absorbent 
kitchen towel or clean cloth/dishcloth – not rubbed, so that the liquid cannot pen-
etrate the surface. Do not use microfibre cloths. Do not rub on the spot, and do not 
use furniture cleaner containing silicone. Never remove damaged areas using sol-
vents (e.g. stain remover, turpentine, petrol, and certainly not a steam cleaner).

Ripple and hollow formation (crease formation)
Definition of term in accordance with RAL-GZ 430/4: “A ripple is a deformation that 
deviates from the original upholstery surface. A crease is a ripple with a kink”. The 
measuring method and the tolerances can be found in RAL-GZ 430/4. With so-called 

“sitting in” or “lying in” the seat firmness and the appearance usually change after 
even a short period of use. The seat firmness reduces depending on the type and 
duration of use. The body weight of the person(s) using the furniture also plays a 
part. This is a normal process which all upholstery goes through. In order to achieve 
even seat firmness for as long as possible, it is important to switch your favourite 
places on upholstered furniture. Otherwise one-sided ripple or hollow formation 
may occur. This development is supported by the fact that the covering materials 
stretch more or less under the influence of body weight and heat and cause “ripples” 
to form. These visual changes have little influence on usage, functionality and ser-
vice life, and are not a defect. Regular plumping of the coverings and cushions are a 
part of normal duty of care. The “ripples or creases” can be measured by specialists 
or experts exactly and in accordance with regulations. Exception: This procedure 
for determining the ripple may not be carried out on “very loose” models, since for 
design reasons the cut of the covering has been kept somewhat bigger or the up-
holstery structure contains softer materials (e.g. down coverings, extremely delicate 
padding, mat coverings, belt spring base etc.). The guideline values cannot be used 
in this case. The ripple formation may be more pronounced here, without being a 

cause for complaint. Source: RAL-GZ 430/4. “Stiftung Warentest” recommends using 
the seats as evenly as possible so that the appearance can adapt itself to your sit-
ting habits. If you do not like or even reject this soft appearance, you should choose 
sitting and lying furniture with “firm” padding.

Tools
Only use the fittings, tools and materials prescribed by the manufacturer. Failure to 
do this usually invalidates the warranty. In case of doubt, consult an expert.
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Outdoor furniture is exposed to the toughest conditions. To keep your furniture looking 
good for a long time, please observe the following points in particular, in addition to the 
safety and care instructions listed on the previous pages:

Furniture location
Here, the choice of location clearly influences the subsequent maintenance effort. By avoiding 
close proximity to trees and shrubs, you are doing yourself and the furniture a favour. Good ven-
tilation ensures that the furniture dries quickly: leave some air between the piece of furniture 
and the walls, tilt it and place the cushions at an angle when not in use so that the furniture can 
also be well ventilated from below. Extreme UV radiation promotes the embrittlement of the 
materials and should be avoided in the long term. Contact with chlorinated water at the pool 
also has a negative effect on the life of the furniture. 

Longer periods of bad weather and winter storage 
Covering the furniture is no substitute for storing it during periods of bad weather, especially in 
the European autumn and winter months. Frost, rain and dirty water can cause the formation of 
unsightly stains that are difficult or impossible to remove! To prevent rainwater from collecting 
on the seat surfaces, tilt the upholstery slightly. If rainwater does collect, use a cloth to remove it 
and avoid strong friction. If the cushions get wet, let them air dry. A dry and well-ventilated place 
is best for storage. Outdoor storage is not recommended in bad weather. Hail, very strong UV 
radiation, snow and ice can damage the furniture. Water and liquids should always be removed 
from the platforms to prevent foxing. The individual elements are not suitable for stacking on 
top of each other. When moving the furniture, please lift it to avoid scratches from the metal feet. 

Weather protection
For bad weather periods in the warm months, we recommend covering the furniture. Our high-
quality weather protection covers made of Sunbrella® Surlast (V99/21) in various sizes, accord-
ing to the items ordered, reduce the maintenance effort and increase the life of the furniture. 
The covers consist of a breathable membrane that is washable, UV-stable, lightweight and fold-
able. They are custom-made to fit the furniture. An additional rubber loop on the underside 
provides additional protection in windy conditions. It is important to note that the furniture 
must not be covered when damp or dirty. Allow the elements to air dry well before covering 
them. Remove the cover from time to time to ensure good ventilation. The weather protection 
covers can be cleaned if they become dirty. For this purpose, please use the gentle wash cycle 
of your washing machine, do not spin them and do not put them in the dryer. 

Avoiding mould and mildew stains
Mould and microbial infestation depend on humidity, temperature, ventilation conditions and 
the specific growing medium present. Mould growth can occur if the upholstery is permanently 
damp without sufficient opportunity to dry completely. Soiling, contaminated dripping wa-
ter, pollen, possibly also residues of skin and hand cream/sun cream can then lead to mould 
growth in a short time, usually within a few days lead to mould growth. This cannot be avoid-
ed even with additional microbial treatment of the upholstery fabric and upholstery; mould 
growth is merely delayed. It is therefore essential to ensure that the upholstery dries sufficiently. 
If the upholstery is hardly used, as is the case in late autumn and 
winter, mould germs can act more quickly because they need “rest” 
to continue to form. Germ formation is not caused by the quality of 
the fabric or upholstery material, but by the circumstances of a con-
stant supply of moisture (rain/snow) and the fact that the upholstery 
does not always dry out completely. Therefore, be sure to observe 
our points on winter storage and weather protection.

.

A special material for special demands
We have chosen a very special material for the produc-
tion of our weather protection covers. V99/21 is none 
other than the material Sunbrella® Surlast, the worldwide 
reference for nautical furnishing fabrics for boat equip-
ment and interior and exterior furnishing from the USA. 
These fabrics are woven exclusively from Sunbrella® 
acrylic fibres. This marine fabric perfectly meets all the 
requirements for protective coverings on board boats 
and can therefore withstand the most extreme condi-
tions at sea. The fabric is UV and lightfast and the colours 
retain their brilliance for years. They are waterproof, rot-
proof and hard-wearing, making them ideal for making 
covers for outdoor furniture. Thanks to its lightness, the 
fabric is easy to handle and store.

Application: for covers, tarpaulin
Material: 100% PU-coated polyester 
on one side, 240 g/m²

Special features: 
Lightweight, supple, convenient 

to fold and stow, water-, tear- and 
abrasion-resistant, easy-care

Source: www.dickson-constant.com

Tips
FOR OUTDOOR FURNITURE
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Clean regularly
Clean your outdoor furniture regularly and at least 
every 2 to 4 weeks to remove particle build-up such as 
dust, biofilm or pollen, ideally using a hoover with a soft 
brush and without water.

Remove heavy soiling immediately
Soiling and build-up caused by leaves, dirt, grass 
and bird droppings should be removed from the 
furniture immediately. When doing so, avoid intro-
ducing pollen and bio-deposits into the upholstery.  
To avoid spreading stains, always work bitterly from 
the outside in. Soak up liquids with the help of an ab-
sorbent cloth (we recommend a cotton kitchen towel 
or a paper towel) by dabbing and rub with a dry cloth. 
Solid or soft residues such as ketchup, chocolate cream 
etc. must first be carefully removed with a blunt object 
(e.g. a spoon). Then carefully remove the remains by 
dabbing with a slightly damp kitchen towel. Dried-in 
stains must first be carefully brushed out and then re-
moved by dabbing with a slightly damp kitchen towel. If 
necessary, you can help with a small amount of neutral 
soap. You can buy this in drugstores.
Do not treat the upholstered furniture with aggressive 
or household cleaners. We accept no liability for im-
proper cleaning.

Stain removal
For the treatment of new stains, we recommend Pura-
tex cleaner for outdoor covers for our Active Line flat 
fabrics T80, T84, V80, V81, V82, V83 and V84 as well as 
for the jacquard fabrics J81 and O80, which can be ob-
tained from LCK.: 
www.schillig-outdoor-moebelpflege.de. 

For the exact steps, please refer to the instructions 
on this website as well as the instructions enclosed 
with the respective cleaner. LCK also recommends the 
Staubfix care glove.

In the case of Rohleder upholstery fabrics W82, D65 and 
O10, in order to maintain the manufacturer’s guarantee 
on all usage and care properties on the upholstery fab-
ric, it is important to note that no impregnation, sealing 
or stain protection should be applied afterwards.

Care
FOR OUTDOOR FURNITURE
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1. General
These general terms and conditions of business alone shall govern the entire busi-
ness relationship with our customers. They shall also apply for all future business 
relationships without having to be expressly included again. Any terms and condi-
tions of purchase or other terms and conditions of business of our customers which 
may contradict our terms and conditions of business shall not become part of the 
contract should we not object to them or should we deliver the consignment.

2. Terms of payment and offsetting
The remuneration shall be payable in full upon delivery, unless other terms of 
payment have been agreed. The Customer shall be in default thirty days from 
the date on which payment is due, unless he has paid, otherwise he owes the 
legal default interest. The Customer shall not be entitled to assert claims and 
rights on account of defects if he has not paid-up payments which are pay-
able, and the payable amount is in a reasonable proportion to the value of the 
consignment beset with defects. Above and beyond this, offsetting against 
claims by W.SCHILLIG outdoor or asserting a right of retention against a claim by  
W.SCHILLIG outdoor is not allowed, unless this counter claim has been recognised 
by W.SCHILLIG outdoor or has been declared final and absolute in a court of law.

3. Delivery date
Deadlines and appointments held out for by W.SCHILLIG outdoor for performances 
or deliveries are always approximate. Anything to the contrary only applies when 
the customer and W.SCHILLIG outdoor have agreed to a set period, or set appoint-
ment expressly. As far as delivery has been agreed upon, the delivery appointment 
or deadline refers to the point in time when the object is transferred to the carrying 
company, the freight company, or any other third party commissioned with the de-
livery. W.SCHILLIG outdoor is entitled to demand an extension to the delivery and 
performance appointment for the period in which the customer does not fulfil his 
duties vis-à-vis W.SCHILLIG outdoor – notwithstanding the rights from the delay.

4. Dispatch and passing of risk
The type of delivery and packaging is subject to W.SCHILLIG outdoor’s du-
tiful discretion. Risk is transferred to the customer at the latest upon de-
livery of the subject of delivery, whereby the commencement of the load-
ing process to the freight company, the carrying company or the third party 
commissioned with the delivery is significant. W.SCHILLIG outdoor assumes no 
liability for damages or losses in transit, as long as W.SCHILLIG outdoor cannot 
be accused of dealing with gross negligence or intention. Should the delivery or 
transfer of risk be delayed for reasons which are the customer’s responsibility, risk 
is transferred as of the day in which the subject of delivery is ready for dispatch and  
W.SCHILLIG outdoor has informed the customer of this. Should nothing to the con-
trary have been agreed upon, delivery will take place FCA and duty unpaid for inter-

national transport. The customer will carry the costs of storage after risk is trans-
ferred. If W.SCHILLIG outdoor is to store the subject of delivery, the cost is 0.25% of 
the invoiced amount of the object to be delivered per finished week. The right to 
provide proof of fewer costs or further costs remains unaffected.
Unless delivery has not been agreed upon with customer, W.SCHILLIG outdoor re-
serves the right at shipment of merchandise basically not to ensure it in case of ship-
ment. Upon the express wish of the customer, W.SCHILLIG outdoor may inspect the 
possibility of ensuring the delivery against insurable risks, at the expense of the cus-
tomer, whereby W.SCHILLIG outdoor reserves the right to deny insuring the delivery.

5. Reservation of title
W.SCHILLIG outdoor shall be granted the following securities until all the claims to 
which W.SCHILLIG outdoor is entitled (including all claims on the balance of cur-
rent account) based on any legal reason against the Customer now or in future un-
til all W.SCHILLIG outdoor claims are fulfilled. Upon demand such securities shall 
be released by W.SCHILLIG outdoor at its choice, provided that the value of such 
securities exceeds its claims by more than 20% on a permanent basis. The goods 
shall remain the property of W.SCHILLIG outdoor until all its secured claims have 
been paid for in full. Processing or transformation of the goods shall always be af-
fected for W.SCHILLIG outdoor as manufacturer, without however, this creating any 
obligation for W.SCHILLIG outdoor. If the (co) ownership of W.SCHILLIG outdoor ex-
pires as a result of its products being combined with other products, it shall con-
sequently be agreed here and now that the (co) ownership of W.SCHILLIG outdoor 
to the combined thing shall pass over to W.SCHILLIG outdoor in proportion to the 
value of W.SCHILLIG outdoor goods to the invoiced value of the combined thing. The 
Customer shall keep the (co) ownership of W.SCHILLIG outdoor without payment. 
Goods to which W.SCHILLIG outdoor is entitled to (co) ownership, shall be known in 
the following as goods subject to reservation of title.
The Customer shall be entitled to process and sell the goods subject to reservation 
of title in the course of a proper commercial transaction, as long as he is not in de-
fault with paying W.SCHILLIG outdoor’s invoices. The Customer must not pledge the 
goods subject to reservation of title or assign them by bill of a sale as a security. The 
claims created with regard to the goods subject to reservation of title (including all 
claims on the balance of current account) from resale or other legal reason (insur-
ance, claim against third parties for damages in compensation on account of an il-
legal act) shall be assigned by the customer to W.SCHILLIG outdoor here and now 
and in full for the sake of security.
W.SCHILLIG outdoor authorises the customer revocably to collect the assigned 
claims for W.SCHILLIG outdoor’s account but in his own name. This collection au-
thorization can be revoked, if the Customer does not fulfil his payment obligations 
to W.SCHILLIG outdoor properly.
In the event of third party seizures of the goods subject to reservation of title, the 

Customer shall point out that the goods are the property of W.SCHILLIG outdoor 
and notify W.SCHILLIG outdoor of the seizure immediately. Costs and damages shall 
be reimbursed by the Customer. In the event of breaches of duty by the Customer, 
in particular default in payment, W.SCHILLIG outdoor shall be entitled, even with-
out setting a time limit to demand the surrender of the delivered goods and / or to 
withdraw from the contract; the Customer shall be obliged to hand over the goods. 
A demand for the surrender of the delivered goods shall not constitute withdrawal 
from the contract by the seller unless this is expressly stated.

6. Limitation of liability and conditions for claims based on defects
Warranty claims are not valid for an insignificant deviation from the quality, which 
has been agreed on, or for an insignificant impairment of usefulness. Usual differ-
ences in the surface structure of leather covers are no defects.
In addition, warranty claims shall only be valid if notification of recognizable defects 
is made in writing before transfer of possession or delivery to the end customer. 
Every complaint about a defect must be in writing. Each complaint must be made 
promptly. This means that the notification of a defect must be received in writing 
by W.SCHILLIG outdoor no later than 10 (ten) calendar days after the delivery and 
for overseas deliveries 30 (thirty) calendar days. The fulfilment of this obligation to 
notify in writing is also a prerequisite for claims according to paragraph 478 of the 
German Civil Code.
In all cases W.SCHILLIG outdoor shall be entitled to choose between rectifying the 
defect and supplying new goods. If the subsequent fulfilment is unsuccessful, the 
Customer shall consequently be entitled to reduce the price or to withdraw from 
the contract. If the Customer demands compensation for damages instead of per-
formance, or carries out a repair himself, W.SCHILLIG outdoor shall be allowed a 
second attempt to effect subsequent fulfilment. Only once this second attempt has 
failed shall subsequent fulfilment be regarded as having been unsuccessful.
This expenditure required for the purposes of subsequent fulfilment shall be borne 
by the Customer, in so far as they increase as a result of the goods and services hav-
ing to be rendered to a place other than the Customer’s premises.
In cases of intent or gross negligence W.SCHILLIG outdoor shall be liable in accord-
ance with the law. Moreover W.SCHILLIG outdoor shall only be liable in accordance 
with the (German) Product Liability Law, on account of loss of life, physical injury or 
impairment of health or on account of a culpable breach of important contractual 
obligations. The right to compensation for the breach of important contractual du-
ties and in all cases of gross negligence is however, limited to damages which are 
foreseeable for this type of contract.
W.SCHILLIG outdoor’s liability shall also be limited in all cases of gross negligence 
to damages which are foreseeable for this type of contract. Liability for damage to 
the Customer’s legal property is ruled out. This shall only not apply in cases of intent 
or gross negligence or on account of loss of life, physical injury or impairment to 
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health. The exclusion of liability shall also cover compensation for damages plus 
performance and compensation for damages instead of performance, regardless of 
the legal reason, in particular on account of defects, the breach of duties under the 
obligation or illegal act.
Moreover, W.SCHILLIG outdoor’s liability on account of delay in performance for 
compensation for damages in addition to performance shall be limited to 5% and for 
compensation for damages instead of performance to 10% of the value of the goods 
or service. Claims by the customer over and above this shall be ruled out. Liability 
by W.SCHILLIG outdoor on account of impossibility for compensation for damages 
and to the reimbursement of expenditure spent unsuccessfully shall be limited to a 
total of 10% of the value of the goods and services. Claims over and above this by the 
customer on account of impossibility of supply are ruled out. These limitations shall 
not apply in cases of intent, gross negligence or on account of loss of life, physical 
injury or impairment to health. The Customer’s right to withdraw from the contract 
on account of impossibility shall not be affected as a result of this.
The limitation period for defect claims concerning deliveries and services amounts 
to one year from the time of delivery. This does, however, not apply to cases under 
Section 479(1) of the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (‘German Civil Code’), unless the re-
course claims of the customer against W.SCHILLIG outdoor are effectively excluded.
Claims and rights arising due to defects in the deliveries of used articles – re-
gardless of the legal grounds – are excluded. This exclusion provision for 
the deliveries of used articles also applies to all claims for damages against  
W.SCHILLIG outdoor which are connected to the defects, regardless of the legal 
ground for the claim. To the extent that claims for damages of any kind exist against 
W.SCHILLIG outdoor which are not connected to a defect, these shall be excluded.
The provision on the limitation period and the exclusion provision are not generally 
applicable in the case of intent, if W.SCHILLIG outdoor has maliciously not disclosed 
a defect, for claims for damages in cases of injury to life, limb, health or freedom, for 
claims stemming from the Produkthaftungsgesetz (‘Product Liability Law’), in the 
case of a gross negligent breach of duty or in the case of a violation of essential con-
tractual duties.
The Customer shall not have any right of recourse against W.SCHILLIG outdoor in 
accordance with § 478 BGB, because W.SCHILLIG outdoor grants a discount on the 
purchase prices charged to date in line with the net purchase list in force at that time.

7. Place of fulfilment and place of jurisdiction
W.SCHILLIG outdoor’s headquarter in 96237 Ebersdorf-Frohnlach, Germany shall be 
regarded as the place of fulfilment for all deliveries. The sole place of jurisdiction 
for all legal disputes is Coburg. Binding legal regulations regarding sole jurisdiction 
remain unaffected by this regulation. These terms and conditions of business shall 
be governed by German law excluding United Nations Convention on Contracts for 
the International Sales of Goods.

8. Written form
Any addition or amendment to contracts, general terms and conditions or other 
agreements must be made in writing.

9. Validity
Should this contract or these general terms and conditions contain loopholes, then 
the legally affective regulation applicable to the implementation of the contract, 
which comes closest to the goals of the contract and these general terms and condi-
tions, which the contractual partners would have agreed upon were they aware of 
the loophole, is seen as agreed upon.

W.Schillig outdoor GmbH
Am Weinberg 20 – 22
96237 Ebersdorf b. Coburg

GmbH domiciled in Ebersdorf b. Coburg
Registered at the District Court Coburg, HRB 3535
District Court Coburg
CEO: Erik Stammberger

– valid from 1st 05.2021 –
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